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Abstract a

AN ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION OF

Habitat fragmentation has been widely studied in the biological literature and

is considered a primary threat to biodiversity. However, there has been little research

on land-use policies to reduce fragmentation. This dissertation focuses on two major

research issues related to fragmentation policies. First, I develop an analytical model

to analyze the optimal conservation strategy on a landscape with habitat

fragmentation effects. Second, I develop an empirical methodology to quantify the

economic costs of reducing fragmentation through the use of incentive-based land-use

policies.

A theoretical model of land use is developed to analyze the spatial

configuration of landscapes when land quality is spatially heterogeneous and wildlife

habitat is fragmented and socially valuable. When urban development is the primary

cause of fragmentation, I show how spatial heterogeneity in amenities and household

neighbor preferences affect the optimal landscape and the design of efficient land-use

policies. When agriculture is the primary cause of fragmentation, I derive optimal

conservation strategies for reducing fragmentation. I show that reforestation efforts
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should be targeted to the most fragmented landscapes with an aggregate share of

forest equal to a threshold, defined by the ratio of the opportunity cost of conversion

to the social value of core forest.

A parcel-level econometric model of land-use change is developed and

integrated with spatially-explicit landscape simulations to predict the empirical

distribution of fragmentation outcomes under given market conditions and policy

scenarios. I examine the effects of alternative policy designs on various measures of

fragmentation and then quantify the costs of achieving spatial outcomes. I find that

the costs of reducing forest fragmentation vary greatly with initial landscape

conditions and that a simple uniform subsidy appears to perform well relative to more

complicated spatially-targeted policies. In addition, my results suggest that initial

landscape conditions, rather than the policy approach, should be the foremost

consideration for wildlife mjpgers deciding how to allocate a limited budget to

conservation efforts.
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Managing the Spatial Configuration of Land:
The Economics of Land Use and Habitat Fragmentation

1. Introduction

The spatial configuration of land use and land cover influences many

important indicators of environmental quality, including bird populations (Askins

2002; Faaborg 2002), amphibian populations (deMaynadier and Hunter 2000), health

of riverine systems (Gergel et al. 2002) and estuaries (Hale et al. 2004), human

perceptions of scenic quality (Palmer 2004), and the extent of urban sprawl (Carrion-

Flores and Irwin 2004). Habitat fragmentation is a typical consequence of altering

the spatial configuration of land use and is perceived as a threat to terrestrial

biodiversity (Askins 2002; Faaborg 2002). The fragmentation of forested habitat

occurs when an originally contiguous tract of forest becomes separated into several

isolated patches by human land-use conversion. Heavily fragmented landscapes have

fewer core parcels; e.g., forested parcels that are a certain minimum distance from the

nearest edge. Such core parcels provide the best habitat for many sensitive species

(Robbins et aL 1989, Robinson et al. 1995, Askins 2002). For example, some species

of core-forest songbirds require habitat that is more than 200m from the nearest non-

forest edge (Temple and Cary 1988). However, approximately 62% of forest in the

lower 48 states is located within 150m of the nearest edge, which suggests that

fragmentation effects influence ecological processes on most forested lands in the

United States (Ritters et al. 2002).

This dissertation is largely concerned with policies aimed at producing a

spatial landscape outcome, namely the reduction of habitat fragmentation. While the



'For example, the provision of wildlife habitat may generate fiur-readiing benefits ifmigratory species
are affected or if individuals hold existence values for wildlife (Krutila 1967).
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ecological consequences of fragmentation have an expansive literature, an economic

understanding of policies to mitigate fragmentation is not well developed, despite

prior calls for research (Deacon et al. 1998). Habitat fragmentation on private lands

is an artifact of spatial externalities resulting from many individual land-use

decisions. In this case, there is not a single or a small number of government agencies

with decision-making authority, but a large number of private individuals and

organizations acting independently from one another.

Private landowners typically have insufficient incentives to coordinate

decisions that affect the spatial pattern of land use. First, the costs of coordination, or

transactions costs, may outweigh the private benefits that can be generated through

collective action (Olson 1965). Second, the benefits may accrue to individuals other

than the private landowners.' Even if the benefits from coordination are large in the

aggregate, they may not be provided by a group of private landowners if the benefits

accrumg to them are small relative to their costs. Land-use policies provide a

mechanism for modifying private incentives to achieve socially desired changes in

the spatial configuration of land uses. In practice, these policies take one of two

forms: 1) regulatory restrictions on allowable land uses such as zoning ordinances,

and 2) market-based incentives that encourage landowners to convert land to or retain

it in the desired use (Plantinga and Ahn 2002). The focus in this dissertation is on

market-based incentives.
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There are two major research questions related to fragmentation policies

which I consider. First, what is the optimal conservation strategy on a privately-

owned landscape with habitat fragmentation effects? Second, how can the costs of

reducing habitat fragmentation on privately-owned landscapes be calculated when

market-based incentives are used? While there is little research focused on land use

policies for habitat fragmentation, there is a limited set of papers regarding spatial

land use in urban areas (Wu and Plantinga 2003; Turner 2004) and a small empirical

literature regarding parcel-level land-use change (Bockstael 1996; Nelson et aL 2001;

Irwin and Bockstael 2002) that provide methodologies from which to build. This

dissertation is largely foundational, in the sense that a primary goal is to develop a

theoretical and empirical foundation for analyzing land use policies to manage the

spatial configuration of land. Chapter 3 will focus on developing a theoretical

foundation for considering the optimal conservation of landscapes with habitat

fragmentation effects. Chapter 4 will focus on developing an empirical foundation for

quantifring the costs of using incentive-based policies to alter fragmentation

outcomes.

A theoretical model is developed in chapter 3 to analyze the optimal landscape

conservation strategy in the presence of spatial externalities. Implications for policies

to reduce fragmentation are central to the model. I examine the effects of spatial

externalities on the optimal configuration of landscapes in the classical tradition: a)

the choice of land use on any particular parcel depends on the quality of that parcel,

and b) land quality is heterogeneous across the landscape. I explicitly model spatial

heterogeneity in land quality and develop optimal incentive-based policies and
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conservation targeting rules to reduce habitat fragmentation. I consider forest

fragmentation as caused by both urban and agricultural land.

The optimality of clustered land use is shown to be dependent on the spatial

configuration of land quality. To illustrate the effects of spatial heterogeneity in land

quality, I first consider the case of the optimal landscape when developed land is the

primary cause of fragmentation. The conditions under which fragmentation in land

use is economically optimal are defined and incentive-based policies are developed

for three alternative models of urban land use. While a simple spatially-uniform

Pigouvian incentive is shown to be optimal on very simple landscapes, I show that

this policy is not generally optimal in the presence of spatial heterogeneity in

amenities or household preferences for neighboring open space. I propose a set of

optimal incentive-based policies which are contingent on the spatial configuration of

land.

I also consider the case where agriculture is the primary cause of

fragmentation. I explore the optimal reforestation strategy on agricultural landscapes

when regulators have incomplete information on land quality and where the regulator

can control the total amount of reforestation but not its exact location. Under these

assumptions, I show that it's optimal to either convert all agricultural parcels into

fbrest or convert nothing on the market equilibrium landscape. This corner solution

arises because the spatial relationships which influence fragmentation yield marginal

forest benefits which are increasing and convex in the amount of restored forest on a

landscape. I also show that the net social benefits of the optimal reforestation

strategy vary significantly across market equilibrium landscapes with different
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amounts of forest and different degrees of fragmentation. In general, efforts to reduce

fragmentation should be targeted to the most fragmented landscapes with an

aggregate share of forest equal to a threshold, defined by the ratio of the opportunity

cost of conversion to the social value of core forest.

An empirical model is developed in chapter 4 to analyze the effects of market-

based land use policies on forest fragmentation. To accomplish this objective, I

develop a methodology for analyzing the spatial structure of landscape change under

alternative market conditions and policy scenarios. The approach integrates a

behavioral model of landowner decision-making with simulations that predict the

spatial pattern of land-use change. The first component is an econometric model of

land-use conversion estimated with plot-level data. The econometric analysis yields

land-use transition probabilities expressed as functions of market-based net returns

and physical characteristics of the land. The second component is a landscape

simulation model using a geographic information system (GIS). The simulations

relate the transition probabilities to actual landscapes so that future spatial patterns of

land use can be predicted under baseline and policy scenarios. The application of the

methodology is to the coastal plain of South Carolina, a 4,000 sq. km region that

provides important nesting habitat for core-forest birds and that has seen considerable

land conversions in recent decades between the major land uses of urban, agriculture

and forestry.

I predict the spatial configuration of forest habitat under three policy

scenarios. First, I introduce a uniform forest subsidy similar to that advocated in the

carbon sequestration literature which pays landowners to convert land into forest
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uses. Second, I introduce two different spatial policies where subsidies are offered to

landowners contingent on the use of each parcel's neighbors. The spatial policies are

similar to the idea of the agglomeration bonus proposed by Smith and Shogren (2002)

and Parkhurst et a1. (2002) as a policy alternative for endangered species conservation

under fragmentation conditions.

There are interesting tradeoffs between the uniform and spatial policies. The

uniform subsidy converts a given area of land to forest at the lowest possible cost

(Plantinga and Ahn 2002), but may have limited effects on fragmentation metrics

because it ignores the existing spatial pattern of forests. In contrast, the targeted

policy would have greater impacts on landscape pattern, but the cost of converting

land to forest is higher because the policy selects from the smaller set of parcels that

are eligible for the subsidy. Thus, it is unclear, a priori, whether it is less costly to

achieve a given change in a landscape metric with a uniform or a targeted policy.

Which approach is less costly, expost, will depend on the initial landscape pattern

and the landscape metric of interest. My results suggest that a simple uniform policy

that converts land at least cost appears to perform well relative to more complicated

spatially-targeted policies, particularly if the goal is to influence more than one

fragmentation metric. My results also suggest that initial landscape conditions, rather

than the policy approach, should be the foremost consideration for wildlife managers

deciding how to allocate a limited budget to conservation efforts.

This research makes four primary contributions to the resource economics

literature. First and foremost, this is the first major economic analysis of land use

policies and habitat fragmentation. Second, I develop a theoretical model of land use
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under spatial externalities which allows me to develop analytical results regarding the

optimal landscape conservation strategy with habitat fragmentation effects. The

previous literature has primarily used numerical methods to analyze the optimal

spatial pattern of land use. Third, the empirical model applies econometrically-

estimated land-use transition probabilities to GIS-based landscape simulations in a

way that is theoretically consistent with the underlying statistical framework. The

previous literature uses econometric estimates in a manner which doesn't fully

account for the suite of potential spatial outcomes. Fourth, I provide the first

estimates of the costs of alternative policy approaches designed to reduce habitat

fragmentation.

2. Literature Review

The research proposed in this dissertation consists of three distinct

methodologies, and thus, this literature review will focus on papers relevant for the

different methodologies. First, I will review papers that have attempted to develop a

theoretical and/or conceptual framework for the optimal spatial allocation of land use

under spatial externalities. Second, I will review empirical papers that have been

developed to explain the allocation of land to different uses. In particular I will focus

on econometric papers that have employed both aggregate data as well as discrete

parcel-level data. Third, I will review papers in both the economics and non-

economics literature on landscape simulations. Lastly, I will examine the literature

regarding the biological effects of forest fragmentation on bird populations.



2.1. OptimalLand Use

Fragmentation effects can be represented as a spatial externality. If a forested

parcel has a neighbor that is converted from forest into a non-forest use, then

fragmentation occurs and edge-effects may result that can be thought of as a spatial

externality. Thus &ny conceptual model developed to understand the optimal

landscape with fragmentation effects must consider spatial externalities. The

theoretically-oriented literature on the optimal spatial allocation of land use under

spatial externalities is limited. Past articles from the economics literature have

focused on the effects of spatial externalities from land on option values (Albers

1996), timber management (Swallow et al. 1997; Lichtenstein and Montgomery

2003), optimal buffer zones for agricultural producers (Parker 2000), non-point

pollution control from agricultural land (Goetz and Zilberman 2000), urban sprawl

(Irwin and Bockstael 2002; Turner 2004). Also, in the ecology literature there is a

series of papers by John Hof and associates that attempts to use optimization methods

to spatially allocate wildlife habitat patches (Hof and Flather 1996; Hof and Raphael

1997; Bevers and Hof 1999).

Albers (1996) develops a stylized spatial-intertemporal model for the

management of tropical forests with spatial externalities. Her focus is on the effects of

irreversibility, uncertainty and spatial interdependence on land use for a single owner.

Results generally support the idea that consideration of ecological spatial externalities

leads to more forested land, but the model is not specific to landscape characteristics

and dOes not offer insights into a landscape with heterogeneous land quality.

Likewise, Parker (2000) considers the case of spatial 'edge-effect' externalities and

8
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land use for a landscape of homogeneous land quality. She develops a theoretical

model of a conventional and an organic agricultural producer where the conventional

producer exerts a negative production externality on the organic producer. She

derives the conditions for the optimal buffer zone between the producers and then

extends the model to two dimensions within a computational cellular automata

framework. She generally finds that a reduction in the fragmentation of land uses

will lead to a more efficient landscape. However, this finding is conditional on her

assumption of homogeneous land quality.

Swallow et al. (1997) develop a dynamic programming model for forestry that

accounts for spatial externalities across stands as well as the dynamics of the harvest

decision. Their principle interest is in how spatial externalities affect the dynamics of

the timber harvest decision. They solve the DP problem with specified parameters

and ecological benefits that are generally higher for younger stands and show that a

series of staggered timber harvests is optimal. By restricting their analysis to the two-

stand case with varying timber and non-timber productivity, Swallow et al. show that

different degrees of productive heterogeneity have very different effects on the

optima! timber harvest decision. However, the focus in this paper is more on how

spatial externalities affect the dynamics of the timber harvest decision, rather than a

general analytical development of the effects of land quality heterogeneity on the

optimal spatial allocation of land. Another paper that focuses on the spatial

arrangement of timber management is Lichtenstein and Montgomery (2003). They

formulate a model to optimize wood production and biodiversity in the Oregon Coast

Range in a spatially explicit fi*shion. An extensive GIS data set of landscape features
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is used in a simulated annealing framework to develop a production possibilities

frontier for biodiversity and wood production. The management prescriptions

derived from their results are presented in a spatially-explicit format to showcase the

optimal allocation of management across the landscape.

In recent years there is a literature that has developed on the spatial structure

of land in urban enviromnents (Wu 2003; Wu and Plantinga 2003; Turner 2004).

This literature is significant because it relaxes the classic assumption of the

featureless plain found in most monocentric-city models in the urban economics

literature. The importance of heterogeneity in environmental amenities on residential

development is analyzed in Wu (2003) and conditions for leapfrog development are

derived. The paper points out that it is heterogeneity in environmental amenities that

drives leapfrog development and thus fragmentation of development along the urban-

rural fringe. Wu and Plantinga (2003) apply the Wu (2003) model to analyze the

effects of open-space policy on urban spatial structure and fmd that the amenities

generated by open-space designation may be associated with increased urban

development rather than less development. Turner (2004) develops a model of urban

development where households have preferences for non-urban neighbors. The

equilibrium and optimal landscapes are shown to result in land use fragmentation.

In the ecology literature John Hof has applied optimization techniques to the

problem of optimally arranging the spatial allocation of wildlife habitat (Hof and

Flather 1996; Hof and Raphael 1997; Bevers and Hof 1999). Hof and Flather (1996)

develop a two-dimensional optimization model that simultaneously models habitat

fragmentation and spatial correlation between patch populations. Hof and Flather
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analyze the case of both circular habitat as well as rectangular habitat in the

optimization problem and the focus is on understanding tradeoffs between connecting

habitat and spreading it out. Hof and Raphael (1997) combine a spatial optimization

model with a population simulation model to optimize the location of Spotted Owl

habitat on the Olympic Peninsula in Washington. Bevers and Hof (1999) developed a

spatial optimization model to account for edge-effects in forest management

planning Both positive and negative edge-effects are modeled over a square grid

using both linear and mixed integer programs. A common feature of Flof"s papers is

the usage of two-dimensions in the optimization framework. Such complexity

prevents him from developing truly analytical solutions, although the numerical

solutions do offer insights into optimizing the spatial allocation of habitat. Also,

Ho?s papers focus mostly on specifying the ecology correctly and not on the

underlying economic causes of fragmentation. Likewise, his studies are rare in the

ecological literature in that they use optimization methods for allocating habitat rather

than the more commonly used simulation models.

While spatial externalities is the unifying theme of all of the above papers,

only Swallow et al. (1997) and Turner (2004) examines spatial externalities in the

presence of heterogeneous land quality. However, Turner's focus is on one specific

spatial configuration of land quality and he doesn't analyze multiple configurations.

Also, most of the above literature focuses on numerical examples rather than

developing general analytical results. Likewise, the spatial externalities associated

with habitat fragmentation effects have specific characteristics that are not found in

the particular externalities analyzed in most of the literature above. As such, it is
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difficult to draw general guidelines for the construction of a fragmentation policy

from the existing literature. In addition, no papers analyze the optimal allocation of

land use with spatial externalities and heterogeneous landscape characteristics that

affect economic production from the land. Heterogeneity in soil quality has been

shown to be important in considering the allocation between various rural uses of

land such as cropland, pastureland and forests (Plantinga 1996; Lubowski 2002), and

heterogeneity in landscape amenities has been shown to be important in considering

the allocation of land to urban uses (Wu 2003; Wu and Plantinga 2003; Turner 2004).

Thus heterogeneity in land quality will be an important determinant of a region's

private and socially-optimal levels of fragmentation.

2.2. Empirical Land Use

The empirical economic literature on land use in the United States has grown

to be quite extensive in recent years. While each study has its own unique set of data,

objectives and methodologies, all studies draw on a common land use theory which

assumes profit-maximizing landowners. In the classical land use theory, landowners

are faced with a set of potential uses with which to place their land. Economic rents

from the various uses will vary with characteristics of the land, including location (i.e.

monocentric urban models) and soil fertility (i.e. models of rural land use).

Differences in rents will determine the use to which landowners place their land.

A common approach to empirically analyzing land use has been through

econometrics. Such studies typically examine the relationship between land use

choice and a set of exogenous variables, such as land rents and physical
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characteristics of the land. Econometric land use studies can typically be categorized

based on whether they treat the dependent variable as continuous (i.e. share of land in

a certain use) or discrete (i.e. the particular land use choice). Typically, studies that

use continuous variables analyze aggregate data while studies that use discrete

dependent variables analyze parcel-level data. Section 2.2.1 reviews a sample of

papers that use aggregate data and section 2.2.2 reviews a sample of papers that use

parcel-level data.

2.2.1. Studies with Aggregate Data

In studies of aggregate data authors typically try to explain the shares of a

region's land base in a particular use as a fhnction of exogenous variables and

parameters that are estimated. The level of such studies is usually a county with land

use data typically drawn from federal sources such as the Census of Agriculture. The

most common method is to specilr the land use shares as a logistic function of

county-average independent variables such that the land shares sum to one. Studies

that have used this method include Lichtenberg (1989), Plantinga (1996) and Hardie

and Parks (1997). While these studies attempt to explain factors that affect the share

of land in a particular use, there are an additional set of aggregate data studies that

attempt to explain changes in a region's land shares (Stavins and Jaffe 1990;

Plantinga and Ahn 2002).

One problem with aggregate data studies is that they have a limited ability to

explain the effects of heterogeneous physical characteristics on land use choice.

Since the data are aggregated to units such as a county, authors typically ignore
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within-county variation in land quality or use aggregate information. For example

Plantinga (1996) uses the share of county land in soil quality classes as explanatory

variables and Stavins and Jaffe (1990) specify a parametric distribution of unobserved

land quality and econometrically estimate the moments of the distribution. In

addition, while studies with aggregate data may be useful for aggregate questions (i.e.

changes in the share of a region's land use), such studies have limited applicability

towards policy questions regarding the spatial arrangement of a region's land use.

2.2.2. Studies with Parcel-Level Data

The set of empirical land use studies that use parcel-level data is smaller than

the set of studies with aggregate data, although the gap has been shrinking in recent

years. Since the mid 1990's there has been a sharp increase in the utilization of

parcel-level data for land use models, with a particular focus on tropical deforestation

(Chomitz and Gray 1996; Nelson and Hellerstein 1997; Cropper et al. 2001; Nelson et

al. 2001), land use change in the urban-rural fringe (Bockstael 1996; Kline and Aug

1999; Irwin and Bockstael 2002) and one national level study of land use between

several urban and rural use categories (Lubowski 2002). Discrete-choice studies are

almost always based on a random utility framework where the landowner will switch

from one use to another if the expected net returns from doing so exceed the returns

from alternative uses. Studies have typically used binary probit specifications

(Bockstael 1996; Kline and Aug 1999; Cropper et al. 2001; Irwin and Bockstael

2002), conditional or multinomial logit (Chomitz and Gray 1996; Nelson and

Hellerstein 1997; Nelson et al. 2001), or nested logit (Lubowski 2002).
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Discrete choice estimation allows the researcher to model a set of transitions

among land-use categories rather than just net changes in categories. Such

information may be of policy-interest in that the conversion from uses such as forest

to urban may be of more concern to a policy maker interested in open-space than

conversion from forest to agriculture. Discrete choice estimation also allows the

researcher to incorporate plot-specific physical information such as soil quality into

the estimation. Such information allows the econometric methods to explicitly model

the heterogeneity of the landscape as a determinant of land use change.

The analysis in Lubowski (2002) is notable in that it estimates probabilities

for transitions between six major land use categories based on returns to the

respective use as well as the soil quality of the parcel. Such estimates are particularly

useful for understanding the spatial structure of land use change because the

estimated parameters of the model vary by starting use, soil quality, and the economic

returns to various uses of land in the county. Thus, transition probabilities can be

combined with readily available spatial data on land use and soil quality to simulate

the spatial structure of landscape change based on changes in relative returns to

different uses. Such information is crucial in examining policy issues with a spatial

component such as policies that are aimed at reducing the fragmentation of a region's

habitat.

2.2.3. Econometric Challenges

I plan to use a portion of the Lubowski (2002) data set in the empirical

estimation of land use transition probabilities, thus I will review some technical
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challenges that arise with this particular data set. Lubowski used a discrete-choice

econometric technique with land use data from the National Resources Inventory

(NET) between 1982 and 1997. The NET is a panel data set with three five-year

transition periods (1982-87, 1987-92, 1992-97). Lubowski used a data set for the

continental United States which contained close to one million parcel-level

observations. The usage of such a large data set combined with some technical

restrictions from discrete choice estimation methodologies presents several

econometric challenges for estimating transition probabilities. First, Lubowski uses a

random utility framework where the error terms are assumed to be type I extreme.

value distribution (yielding a logit model), thus the ratio of the probabilities of any

two choices must be independent of irrelevant alternatives (hA property). Second,

while the data set is panel in nature, utilization of a panel data set in a logit

framework requires the assumption that the unobserved portions of utility are

uncorrelated across time. While there are alternative methods that do not suffer from

such assumptions (such as random parameters logit), the size of Lubowski's data set

makes such methodologies computationally prohibitive. Third, parcels sharing a

similar location may have unobserved characteristics that are correlated across Space.

For example, two neighboring parcels may both be the same distance from a central

business district.

Lubowski approaches the hA restriction by specifying the model as nested

logit. He specifies three separate nests for the six land use choices: 1) the 'farm' nest

containing crops, CRP, and pasture uses; 2) the 'non-farm' nest containing forests and

range; and 3) the 'urban' nest containing the urban use. Such a specification does not



fully relax hA as hA is imposed within but not across nests. Alternative

specifications that more fully relax hA include multinomial probit and random

parameters logit (RPL) models. However, Lubowski notes that probit models with

more than 4 choices face computational limits and random parameters logit models

require simulation estimation which is infeasible with a data set the size of

Lubowski's. Results from Hausman tests for hA in Lubowski indicate several

different potential hA violations.

Utilization of the full information provided by the panel data set is difficult to

overcome in Lubowski's framework. The problem is that logit and nested logit

estimation requires the unobserved portions of utility to be uncorrelated across time.

There are many unobserved land characteristics in the NRI data set, particularly

distance from parcels to central business districts and other urban features. Such

characteristics will clearly be correlated across time for parcels and thus require an

unrealistic assumption for logit estimation. Lubowski argues that random and fixed

effects specifications are still computationally infeasible for a data set of his size.

Another technique that would relax such restrictive assumptions with panel data is

random parameters logit which also allows the parameters to vary across the

population to model unobserved heterogeneity. However as discussed above, the

simulation techniques required of RPL models are computationally infeasible for

large data sets. Lubowski does not use the full panel data set and instead estimates

the transition periods separately.

17
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Lastly, Lubowski notes that solutions to the problem of spatial dependence in

discrete-choice models are difficult. While correcting for spatial autocorrelation in

continuous models has become somewhat common in recent years, there is still no

established technique for such corrections in discrete choice estimation (Anselin

2002). Lubowski addresses spatial dependence by sampling observations so as to

eliminate land parcels within a certain geographic distance of each other. He presents

results with and without the spatial sampling, although the spatially-sampled results

are not markedly different from the non-spatially sampled results. Other methods for

controlling spatial autocorrelation in land-use models are discussed in chapter 4.

2.3. Landscape Simulations

The literature developing spatially-explicit models of land-use change

combined with landscape simulations has been dominated by geographers (Clarke

and Gaydos 1998; Li and Gar-On Yeah 2000; Wu 1998, 2002; Wu and Webster

2000). Most of these papers use simulation models based on cellular automata (CA).

In the economics literature, the list of spatially-explicit papers that predict landscape

structure is limited to a cadre of papers from the deforestation literature (Nelson et al.

2001; Cropper et al. 2001) and the Patuxent River Watershed project at the University

of Maryland (Bockstael 1996; Irwin and Bockstael 2002).

Cellular automata models have been the choice of the geography literature for

simulating landscape change in recent years. CA models a landscape as a set of

discrete grids which transition from one use to another based on a system of

deterministic or probabilistic rules. The state of a cell is typically its use (ie.
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agriculture, urban, etc.) and a cell's state is updated based on the state of the cell's

neighboring cells (local rule) and some exogenous rule that may apply to a group of

particular cells (global rule). The local rule is a defming characteristic of CA models

and despite the simplistic nature of the transition rules, these models have been shown

to create complex patterns when simulated repeatedly. Because these models are

explicitly spatial, they are highly applicable to landscape simulations.

CA models have been used significantly in simulating the growth of urban

environments (Clarke and Gaydos 1998; Webster and Wu 1999; Li and Gar-On Yeh

2000). These papers typically specify transition rules in an ad-hoc way or by

calibration using historical digital maps of urban areas. Repeated simulations are then

run with the set of transition rules determining the growth of the city. The researchers

typically compare the results of the simulations to actual data from cities to evaluate

the predictive power of the model. However, by demonstrating a correspondence

between a hypothesized interaction effect and the resulting land use pattern, this

approach only establishes that the hypothesized interactions among cells is a possible

explanation of land use change, not a unique explanation (Irwin and Geoghegan

2001). Thus, the explanatory power of such models is suspect.

An economic critique of much of the geography literature on land-use change

is that the transition rules in a CA model represent human decisions, yet the rules are

typically not the result of a well-specified behavioral model. This has been

recognized in the geography literature in a series of papers by Fulong Wu (Wu and

Webster 2000; Wu 2002), who attempts to derive a set of CA transition rules from
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economic theory. In the first paper, Wu and Webster (2000) develop a CA simulation

model of industrial expansion in a city where industries develop at an intensity that

equates marginal profit to zero, where industries exert a positive externality on the

devclopment of other industries, and where industries exert a negative externality on

residential development. While Wu and Webster use economic theory to derive their

transition rules, the rules are still not based on actual data. In the second paper, Wu

(2002) divides his transition rules into local (ie. interaction of neighboring cells) and

global portions. The global portion is estimated with actual data on land use change

using a multinornial logit model, although the model bears little resemblance to

similar models in the economics literature in that there are neither prices nor explicit

measures of returns to various land uses in the explanatory variables. The local

portion of the transition rule is still specified in an ad-hoc manner and thus adds

question to the predictive power of Wu's results. Nonetheless, the CA is simulated

for an urban area in China and the simulated landscape is shown to approximate the

actual landscape in a reasonable fashion.

Landscape simulations in the economics literature are less common than in the

geography literature, and mostly feature a GIS plot of transition probabilities rather

than repeated simulations of a landscape. Nelson et al. (2001) estimate a discrete

choice land use model for land use in Panama using an extensive spatially-explicit

data set from a World Bank project. The focus is on understanding how property

rights affect land use change in a tropical forest environment. Of particular note is the

use of prediction power maps, whereby the predictive power of the econometric

model is evaluated spatially by plotting the difference between the predicted
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probability and the probability value for the actual land use on a GIS map. In

addition, Nelson et al. plot a GIS map of land use probabilities with changes in

property rights. The second paper that predicts the location of land use change is

Cropper et al. (2001), who use a GIS data set to predict the location of deforestation

in North Thailand. A binary probit model is used and a simple map showing areas

predicted to be cleared is presented.

The other contribution to landscape simulations from the economics literature

comes from an ongoing project at the University of Maryland that centers on land use

change in the Patuxent river watershed (Bockstael 1996; Irwin and Bockstael 2002).

Bockstael (1996) uses a combination of hedonic pricing models with discrete-choice

land use change models to derive the probability of developing a parcel of land in the

watershed. Similar to the deforestation paper discussed above, Bockstael uses a GIS

map to plot the probability of development across the watershed, rather than simulate

future changes in land use across the landscape. An expansion of this model is

presented in Irwin and Bockstael (2002) to use more advanced simulation methods to

predict landscape change in the watershed. This model uses the new economic

geography literature by hypothesizing neighboring interactions across land use

parcels similar to that found in CA models. An instrumental variables technique is

used to econometrically identify neighborhood effects from global effects and a series

of spatial simulations is used to predict patterns of land use change in the rural-urban

fringe area. The transition probabilities are converted into actual conversion by

assuming constant regional demand for new housing and by assuming that the parcel

with the highest probability of conversion in each time period is the parcel chosen for



conversion. A set of GIS maps is then presented representing 114 rounds of

development.

The preceding papers on landscape simulations highlight the many potential

benefits to integrating econometric models of land use change with advanced GIS

techniques of landscape simulation. The weaknesses in both the geography and

economics literature are clear with regards to landscape simulation. Geographers

have typically used advanced cellular automata-based simulations to create

compelling GIS maps of landscape change. The problem is that the transition rules

governing such land parcel transitions are not based on a well-defmed behavioral

model. Likewise, ecOnomists have made significant advances in recent years at

estimating transition probabilities for parcels of land but have yet to take advantage of

the more advanced spatial simulation techniques developed in geography. Most of

the economics papers have only focused on presenting probability maps rather than

running repeated simulations of landscape change. Repeated simulations are

appropriate for this study because of my interest in a fragmentation index that can be

quantified. The repeated simulations allow me to quantify fragmentation after each

repetition and calculate an average measure over a full range of simulations. This

allows for a more complete accounting of the stochastic elements of land use change.

2.4. Biological Effects of Forest Fragmentation

The fragmentation of habitat has been widely condemned by ecologists as

having widespread effects on wildlife. Fragmentation has been shown to have

negative effects on forest birds (Robbins et al. 1989), grassland birds (Askins 2002),

22
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amphibians (deMaynadier and Hunter 2000), and large carnivores (Noss 1994). The

fragmentation of forests in the continental United States has been shown to be

widespread. In a recent GIS analysis, Ritters et al. (2002) show that most forest in the

U.S. is found in a fragmented landscape. Overall, the study shows that 43.5% of

forest was located within 90m of forest edge and 61.8% of forest was located within

150m of forest edge. To put these results into context, many species of forest birds

have been shown to require habitat at least 200m from the nearest forest edge for

successful breeding (Temple and Cary 1988; Van Horn et al. 1995). Since there is

generally more biological knowledge about how. fragmentation affects birds, I will

focus on the biological factors of fragmentation on birds.

During the 1980's data from the nationwide Breeding Bird Survey (BBS)

indicated that populations of neo-tropical migrant songbirds were declining

significantly. Among the principal theories of this decline was habitat fragmentation.

Faaborg (2003) indicates that there are two major forces that occur when habitat is

fragmented: 1) the total amount of habitat is reduced, and 2) the remaining habitat

occurs in patches of varying sizes and shapes. There are postulated to be two main

effects of fragmentation on bird popnla'ions: edge effects and patch-size (or area)

effects. Edge effects refer to a negative biological externality exerted by a patch of

land onto a neighboring patch of habitat for some particular species. For example, an

urban lot may have a house cat which is a predator of songbirds in a neighboring

woodlot. Patch-size (or area) effects are related to the size of the contiguous habitat

under consideration. Afler a long debate in the literature about whether several small

nature reserves or one large reserve is preferred for bird conservation, Faaborg (2002)
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and Askins (2002) claim that the results now conclusively point to large reserves

being generally better for birds than several small reserves. Thus the impact of patch-

size on birds is also an important contribution of fragmentation to the viability of bird

populations.

in terms of the effects of patch size on birds, there is a fairly large and

consistent literature on the topic (Ambuel and Temple 1983; Howe 1984; Robbins et

al. 1989; Wilcove and Robinson 1990). Essentially, many species prefer only large

blocks of habitat because they may have a fairly large home range (Askins 2002).

Among the most comprehensive and well-known studies with evidence of the effect

of patch-size on birds was by Robbins et al. (1989). This study was conducted over 5

years at 469 points in Maryland that represented forest patches ranging in area from

0.25 acres to more than 7,500 acres. While many habitat generalists occurred

throughout all patch sizes, most of the neo-tropical migrant songbirds had a much

higher probability of occurrence on larger patches of forest than smaller patthes.

Robbins et al. also found that larger habitat sizes coincided with increased species

diversity in addition to an increased probability of species occurrence. As described

by Faaborg (2003), the results of the Robbins study are consistent with a great deal of

biological research on bird populations. While the Robbins et al. study show that

patch size is important in landscapes with little habitat, some studies have indicated

that it is also important in landscapes with a significant amount of habitat. Askins et

al. (1987) studied a region of Connecticut that was 70 percent forested and still found

significant differences in bird numbers between small and large patches. There is also
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substantial evidence to support the hypothesis that increased patch-size is associated

with an increase in non-bird species diversity (Noss 1994) as well as bird diversity.

Another primary problem with the fragmentation of habitat is edge effects.

Edge is a term typically used to describe discontinuity between habitat types (ie. the

border of a forest and field). Regions with more fragmentation typically have more

edge habitat (Faaborg 2003). The effects of edge on bird populations are typically

due to nest parasites and predators. The most common parasite of birds is the Brown-

Headed Cowbird, a species of agricultural habitats that is found nationwide.

Cowbirds are infamous for dropping their eggs into the nests of songbirds so that the

songbirds will raise Cowbird young. The principal problem for songbird breeding is

that baby Cowbirds often harm or kill the baby songbirds ançl thus reduce breeding

success. Since Cowbirds are associated with agricultural areas and many species of

songbirds nest in forests, Cowbirds are known to prefer dropping their eggs in nests

relatively close to the habitat edge. The other principal edge-effect of fragmentation

is increased nest predation. Faaborg (2003) notes that predation rates in some

Midwest forest fragments are typically 80-90% of all nests, whereas larger fragments

typically have predation rates below 50%. Common predators of songbird nests

include raccoons, snakes, house cats and deer, among others.

A primary focus in much of the research on edge effects is on the distance that

the edge effect extends into primary habitat. The fmdings vary somewhat over the

literature and often depend on the particular edge effect under consideration. For

example, in a survey of studies that analyzed the effects of edge on predation, Paton

(1994) found that edge effects extended approximately 50 m. In a study of mating
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success for the Ovenbird (a neo-tropical migrant), Van Horn et al. (1995) found that

mating success for this species was significantly higher if the birds nested more than

300 m from the nearest edge. Lastly in a study of both predation and nest parasitism

on forest songbirds, Temple and Cary (1988) found that most of the edge effects

extended approximately 200 m from habitat edge. Forested parcels that are at least a

certain minimum distance from the nearest habitat edge are typically labeled as

interior habitat and are more valuable for birds than edge habitat.

Another component of interest in the recent biological literature on birds is the

effect of source-sink dynamics in a fragmented landscape. As Faaborg (2002) notes,

several recent studies concluded that small patches of habitat with poor nesting

success maintained stable populations. This seeming contradiction led biologists to

consider the possibility that regional bird populations were subject to source-sink

dynamics. In ecology a source population is a population that produces more young

than its surrounding habitat can support while a sink population is one that cannot

produce enough young to maintain population. Thus, if there is dispersal between the

source and the sink, populations may remain stable under certain conditions across

the region. A source-sink scenario appears to be plausible for some regions,

particularly the U.S. Midwest where extremely large patches of forest in the Missouri

Ozarks and the upper reaches of the northern Great Lakes states appear to be a source

for songbird populations throughout the Midwest (Robinson et al. 1995). Faaborg

notes that the Shawnee National Forest in Illinois (276,000 acres) may not be large

enough to be considered a source population of birds and that the size of habitat
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required to be considered a source may be extremely large. Thus, source-sink

dynamics give added credence to the benefits of increased patch-size.

While source habitat is extremely important for regional bird populations,

smaller patches (ie. sinks) may also yield benefits to regional bird populations. As

noted by Faaborg (2002), sinks may constitute a large proportion of a species' total

population and sinks may also consist of small nature preserves that are popular with

bird watchers. Thus, there is value in smaller patches of habitat that have low

breeding success, especially if they do not suffer too severely from edge effects.

Likewise, small patches of habitat may also have a so-called landscape effect because

they will reduce total Cowbird habitat in the landscape and hence Cowbird

populations.
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3. Optimal Landscape Conservation with Habitat Fragmentation Effects2

While there are many ways to quantify the extent of habitat fragmentation on

a particular landscape, it is widely recognized in the biological literature that a patch

of habitat bordered by a patch of land in some alternative use will potentially suffer a

negative spatial externality referred to as an edge effect (Temple and Cary 1988,

Paton 1994, Van Horn 1995). When a forest ends and a field begins, or where a patch

of grassland ends and a house lot begins, there is an edge. The edge effect on forest

habitat typically declines as one gets further from the nearest edge. Parcels of

forestland which are greater than some specified distance from an edge are often

labeled as core forest and provide the best habitat for many sensitive species (Askins

2002, Robbins et al. 1989, Robinson et al. 1995). Recent GIS analyses have

concluded that 62% of continental U.S. forestland is less than 150m from the nearest

non-forest edge, and therefore edge-effects are pervasive and ecologically significant

on U.S. forest habitat (Riiters et al. 2002).

In this chapter I develop a theoretical model to analyze optimal landscape

conservation in the presence of spatial externalities associated with habitat

fragmentation. In particular, my focus is on analyzing conservation policies to

increase core forest and reduce edge effects. This chapter examines the effects of

spatial externalities on optimal landscape conservation in the classical tradition: a) the

choice of land use on any particular parcel depends on the quality of that parcel, and

b) land quality is heterogeneous across the landscape. Land quality affects market

returns to land and can include parcel-specific attributes such as distance to an urban

2Thi9 chapt was developed with the guidance of Junjie Wu.
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center or soil quality. Land parcels are also assumed to produce non-market benefits

which are a function of the amount and spatial pattern of forestland on the landscape.

The optimal landscape is the spatial pattern of land use which maximizes the sum of

market and non-market values from the landscape as a whole.

When urban development is the primary cause of forest fragmentation,

distance to urban centers and distance to amenities are assumed to be the primary

determinants of land quality and returns to development (Capo77a and Helsley 1989,

Wu and Plantinga 2003, Turner 2004). In the urban economics literature such

distances are typically assumed to be observable. When agriculture is the primary

cause of fragmentation, regulators rarely have complete information on parcel-level

land quality because land quality is not necessarily based on observable distance to

cities or amenities. Soil quality is one of the most important attributes of land quality

for agricultural and forestland. Soil quality is driven by exogenous geologic factors

and there are numerous potential configurations of parcel-level soil quality that will

not necessarily resemble the smooth monotonic functions describing urban land

quality. There may also be individual-specific attributes which will be unobserved by

the regulator and which may affect the quality of the parcel for forest and

agriculture3. With these considerations, I analyze optimal landscape conservation by

developing separate models for the cases when urban development and agriculture are

the primary cause of fragmentation.

example, individual lando'iers may have diffrent levels of managerial expertise regarding
forestry.
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This chapter makes two primary contributions to the literature. First, this

chapter analyzes the optimal spatial structure of land use under multiple assumptions

of the spatial structure of land quality. The previous literature either assumes land

quality is homogeneous (Albers 1995, Parker 2000, Saak 2004) assumes only one

specific spatial structure of land quality (Turner 2004), or doesn't account for land

quality (Hof and Bevers 2002, Hof and Raphael 1997). Second, I derive simple

incentive schemes for achieving the optimal landscape when urban development is

the primary cause of fragmentation and propose an optimal conservation strategy

when agriculture is the primary cause of fragmentation.

3.1. Mode/Set-Up

Consider a landscape along a one-dimensional line of length N. A one-

dimensional landscape is considered in this chapter to simplify the analysis, although

the results are applicable to two-dimensions. For simplicity, the landscape is broken

into N discrete parcels, each of equal length 1. Each parcel has a measure of land

quality q associated with it, which affects the potential market returns to various uses

of the parcel. Land quality q encompasses all factors that affect market returns from

the land. For example, q could represent the distance from a city center and

environmental amenities, which are potential determinants of returns to developed

land. Also, q could represent soil quality, which is a determinant of returns to

agricultural and forest land. Land quality is assumed to be homogeneous within a

parcel and heterogeneous across parcels.
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3.1.1. Market and Non-Market Returns to Land

I assume that there are two distinct uses to which each parcel can be devoted:

forest (f) and an alternative use (a), such as agriculture or urban. The market-based

net returns to uses f and a are defined as functions of land quality: RR1(q) and

RRa(, where OR1 / Oq > 0, O]?° I Oq >0, 02R1 I 0q2 0, 02R" I 0q2 0. Also,

assume that market returns to forestry are higher than market returns to the alternative

use for land quality less than or equal to
q*

and lower than the returns to the

alternative use for land quality above
q*,

where
q*

is defmed by Rf(q*)Ra(q*).

Without loss of generality, I assume that the landscape is bordered by a parcel in F at

one end and by a parcel in A at the other end.

Land use also generates non-market benefits or costs. I assume that parcels in

the alternative use produce an 'edge-effect' that extends for the length of one parcel.

Therefore, forest parcels which are surrounded on both sides are considered core,

while all other forest parcels are considered edge. Let ö1 be the proportion of parcel i

in forested use, where 0 l. The core habitat benefits to parcel i (B1) can be

formally defmed as:

lB ,f ö = = =1B,(,,b1,ö1)=1
0 otherwise

The total core benefits on landscape L are defined s TB(L) = B. (8,, 8 , 5w). The

value of any particular parcel in forest depends on the land use of its immediate

neighbors. Further, define L = {8 ,82.....,8 } as a landscape. Fragmentation in land

use is formally defined as follows:
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Definition: Fragmentation in use F occurs on landscape L fand only f there exists a

5'8j8k ELsuchthatS,,8k >O,8,<l, and i<j<k

In words, fragmentation in use F occurs if there are two parcels i and k with positive

amounts of forest, which are not IWly connected by forested parcels. If use F is not

fragmented then I consider it to be contiguous. As defined above, the measure of

fragmentation used in this chapter is core forest. According to the following lemma,

the total core benefit TB on the landscape is maximized when there is no

fragmentation in use F.

Lenuna: Given a landscape with total forest area N1 total core benefits, TB, are
maximized when L has no fragmentation in F The maximum total core benefits for
area N1 isgiven by TB = N1].

Proof: See appendix.

By defmition, TB is inversely related to fragmentation, where high levels of TB

indicate low levels of fragmentation while low levels of TB indicate high levels of

fragmentation.

3.1.2. Equilibrium and Optimal Landscapes

The objective of private landowners is to select a use for their land to

maximize profits, while the objective of a regulator is to maximize the sum of profits

and core forest benefits over the landscape by selecting the optimal use for each

parcel . In this framework wildlife benefits are considered public goods and do not

enter the decision calculus of private landowners. Suppose landowners make land-use

decisions based on the expected market returns to land. A parcel will be allocated to

forest if R(q1) R°(q,) and to agriculture if R"(q,) > R1(q1). Given the

assumptions about the profit functions, all land with quality below
q*

is allocated to
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fbrest, and all land with q above q is allocated to the alternative use. The range of

land quality is defined as [0, 1] such that
q*

is in the interior of this interval. When

all land parcels with quality above
q*

are not clustered together, private land use

decisions will result in fragmentation and loss of core benefits. Since the spatial

configuration of forestland determines the non-market returns from the landscape and

land quality determines the profitability of market returns to land, then the spatial

configuration of land quality will determine the optimal landscape. Section 3.2

cxplores the optimal landscape with urban development being the primary cause of

forest fragmentation. Section 3.3 explores optimal conservation when agriculture is

the primary cause of forest fragmentation.

3.2. Optimal Forest Landscapes with Urban Land

In this section 1 consider optimal landscapes when urban development is the

primary cause of fragmentation. I present two models of urban development with

spatial externalities. In the first model, the net return to developed land depends on

its distance to the central business district (CBD)-- as assumed extensively in the

urban economics literature (e g Mills 1981; Capozza and Helsley 1989) and

distance to an exogenous amenity (e.g. a scenic hill) outside of the city boundary (Wu

and Plantinga 2003). In the second model urban returns are a declining function of

distance to the CBD and a function of the developed status of each parcel's

immediate neighbors (e.g. Turner 2004). In each model I assume two uses to land,

urban (u) and forest (f). I consider the equilibrium landscape and compare it with the

optimal landscape when core forest benefits are valuable. I then develop simple

incentive policies to achieve the optimal landscape for each model Denote Z =
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{l,. ..,N} as the set of parcels on the landscape where ZE Z is a particular location

with distance z from the CBD. Implicitly, z=0 locates the CBD while each subsequent

location is one-unit distance further from the CBD. Before I present the models,

consider the following defmitions of terms used in this section.

Definition: Development on parcel z is considered leapfrog jfparcels z-1 and z+1
are undeveloped. Development on parcel z is considered in-fill fparcels z-1 and
z±1 are developed.

Leapfrog development is defined as development which occurs outside the city

boundary where neither immediate neighbor is urban. In-fill development is defined

as urban development on a parcel adjacent to two urban parcels.

The regulator is assumed to know the spatial configuration of land quality, so

they can explicitly select land use on each parcel { , ......., 6N} to solve the

following:

n

(3.1)

s.t. 8, E [0,1] i = l,...,N (3.2)

The regulator's decision is dependent on market returns to the alternative land

uses on each parcel i relative to the wildlife benefits generated by i being forested. If

a parcel of land i is converted from u to f, the marginal wildlife benefits are a function

of i's four immediate neighbors:

1 f (8, =0;8 =1) or =0;ö_ =-2 =1)

MB,=2 if (812=0;81.1=8I1=8I2=1) or (812=0;8I+1=811=5I2=1)
.3 if (8- = = i1 1)
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The marginal benefit for parcel i is highest when its immediate four neighbors are all

forested. If parcel i's immediate four neighbors are forested then conversion of parcel

i into forest creates three new core parcels. Since the marginal wildlife benefit for

parcel i is a function of i's neighbors, the solution to (3.1) is dependent on the spatial

configuration of land quality.

3.2.1. Central City with Heterogeneous Amenities

Assume the quality of land as an urban lot is measured by its distance to an

urban center and its distance to an exogenous amenity. Land quality q is a decreasing

function of distance to the CBD (located at z=0) and the amenity (located at Z'ZA).

Figure 3.1 a illustrates this landscape graphically in one-dimension. Wu and Plantinga

(2003) show the conditions which generate the urban bid-rent function shown in

figure 3.1 a. Market returns to urban are above market returns to forest in two distinct

ranges: 0zz*, and zzSz. Proposition 1 presents conditions for the equilibrium

and optimal landscapes.



Figure 3.1. Market Returns to Land (Alternative Models)

Central City with Amenity
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Proposition 1: Consider a landscape where land quality satisfies the central city with
an amenity assumption. L* is the equilibrium landscape and L** is the optimal
landscape with the following characteristics:

L* consists ofa fragmented set of urban parcels Us and afragmented set of
forestparcels F*.

IfRu(zA,O) (>)R + 3B, then L** consists of a contiguous (fragmented) set
of urban parcels U5 and a contiguous (fragmented) set offorest parcels F**.
U" c U5, F c F" and TB (L) TB(L5).

Proof See appendix.

Proposition I shows that the equilibrium landscape consists of fragmented sets of

both urban and forest parcels. Urban parcels are found clustered near the CBD and

clustered near the amenity. It is the inclusion of preferences for living near an

*
z ZL ZA ZA Z&ji z

Open Space Preferences

* **
z', z z z
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amenity outside the city which results in a fragmented landscape. Fragmentation may

be socially optimal when amenities influence urban land values. If urban returns at

the amenity exceed forest returns plus benefits from three core parcels, then social

welfare is higher with at least one urban lot outside the city. The social value of

three core parcels is the point of comparison rather than the value of one parcel

because conversion of the first parcel at ZA from forest to urban would result in a loss

of three core parcels rather than one. If urban returns at the amenity are less than

forest returns plus benefits from three core parcels, then social welfare is highest with

no fragmentation. The optimal city boundary (z**) is closer to the CBD than the

equilibrium city boundary (z*)__ z<z* - and the optimal urban region centered near

the amenity is always smaller than the equilibrium urban area centered near the

amenity. Therefore, the equilibrium forest area is never greater than the optimal

forest area and total core benefits on the equilibrium landscape are never larger than

total core benefits on the optimal landscape. Proposition 2 presents an incentive

policy to achieve the optimal landscape L**.

Proposition 2: Consider a landscape where land quality satisfies the central city with
an amenity assumption. The following policy will achieve the socially optimal
landscape configuration L4:

A development impact fee (subsidy) of B on non-leapfrog development
(non-core forest parcels)
A development impact fee (subsidy) of 3B on leapfrog development (core
forest parcels).

Proof See appendix.

A spatially-uniform incentive of one would achieve the optimal city boundary z4, but

would fail to keep land around the amenity forested ifRu(zA,O)> R' + B. if

R"(zA,O) + 3B then this land is optimally forested and a uniform policy doesn't
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provide the correct incentive. This problem arises because leapfrog development has

a larger effect on fragmentation than an urban parcel at the city boundary. My

proposed optimal incentive policy is coined the 'punish-the-leapfrogger' policy. The

incentive offered to landowners is contingent on the land use of their neighbors. An

impact fee of one is imposed on development adjacent to an urban use, while an

impact fee of three is assessed to leapfrog development (e.g. development not

adjacent to an existing urban use). Thus, leapfrog developers must internalize the

large initial impact on fragmentation. IfRu(zA,O) > R + 3B the landowner at ZA will

pay the tax and develop at ZA. Each subsequent developer near the amenity is a

profit-maximizer and will locate adjacent to the first 'leapfrogger' to avoid paying the

extra fee. IfRu (zA ,O) R1 + 3B, the tax will remove the incentive for anyone to

'leapfrog' and the land around the amenity will optimally remain forested.

If there were no amenity outside of the city boundary then there would be no

fragmentation in either the equilibrium or optimal landscapes. Since the bid rent

function for urban returns is monotonically decreasing from the CBD, all zz would

be urban while all z>z would be forested in the equilibrium landscape, where z' is

defined by Ru(z*)=Ri. Consideration of core benefits would only imply that the

optimal city boundary (z**) is closer to the CBD than in the equilibrium landscape,

identical to the optimal boundary in proposition 1. The policy presented in

proposition 2 would achieve the optimal landscape if there were no amenity present,

although a simple Pigouvian incentive (tax or subsidy) of B would also achieve the

socially optimal landscape. This is not surprising given that there is no fragmentation
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in the equilibrium landscape and only those urban parcels closest to the equilibrium

city edge (z*) are not optimal.

3.2.2. Central Guy with Neighbor Preferences

An alternative model of urban rents which yields a fragmented landscape is

developed by Turner (2004). In Turner's model, fragmentation results from

household's preference for open space (undeveloped land around the house). Land

quality in this model is a declining function of distance to the CBD and a function of

whether each parcel's immediate neighbors are undeveloped. In particular, urban

rents for parcel z are raised by p if and only if z-1 and z+l are forested (figure ib).

Turner (2004) analyzes the equilibrium and optimal landscapes under this

model with no core forest benefits. When neighbor preferences are valuable and core

forest benefits are not, both the equilibrium and optimal landscapes consist of an

urban, suburban, and forested region. Turner shows that in the equilibrium

landscape, all z<z are urban parcels, all z>z are forest parcels, and all zzz are

suburban parcels that alternate between forest and urban uses, where z and z" are

defined by Ru(z)Rf and Rx(z**)+p=Rf. The suburban region is half forested but has

no core forest benefits because no forest parcel is adjacent to another forest parceL

When neighbor preferences for open space are valuable, forest parcels exude a

positive externality on urban parcels due to the proximity of such parcels to open

space. Thus, when neighbor preferences exist, if agent A locates next to agent B,

then A imposes a negative externality on B by depriving them of what was previously

open space. As a consequence, parcels are placed in an urban use in the equilibrium

landscape that should, in an optimal landscape, be left as forest. The primary
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difference between the equilibrium and optimal landscapes is that urban developers

internalize their externalities in the optimal landscape by including their neighbor's

loss of open space benefits as a cost. Thus, the urban area is too large in the

equilibrium landscape and the suburban area is too small. Optimally, all Z<ZN* should

be urban parcels and all ZN*ZZ** should be suburban parcels which alternate

between forest and urban uses. However, the contiguous forested area is identical

between the equilibrium and optimal landscapes. Of particular importance in

Turner's analysis is that in-fill development is not optimal.

The presence of core benefits can significantly impact the optimal landscape

configuration with neighbor preferences. Proposition 3 presents the optimal

landscape with neighbor preferences and core benefits. In this landscape forest

parcels exude a positive externality to both neighboring urban parcels and

neighboring forest parcels.

Proposition 3: Consider a landscape where benefits from core forests ae positive
and where urban landowners have neighbor preferences. L is the optimal social
landscape with the following characteristics:

Ifp >B, L consists of a contiguous urban region U, a suburban region

S where forest and urban uses are fragmented, and a contiguous forest

region F;, where U = U1, S c S, and F F;.
Ifp <B =B), L consists of a contiguous urban region U, a contiguous

forest region F;, and no suburban region S = , where

U cU. (U =U), S isanull set, andF DF;.
Proof See appendix.

There are two primary points to emphasize from proposition 5. FirSt, whether

suburban development is optimal depends critically on the relative magnitude ofp

and B. If p>B, then the open space benefit exceeds the value of one core forest parcel
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and the optimal landscape will include an urban, suburban, and a forested region,

where fragmentation is optimal in the suburban region. Note that for at least one

suburban parcel to be optimal then urban returns at the closest suburban parcel to the

optimal city edge must exceed4 R+2B. The value of two core parcels is the point of

comparison here because wildlife benefits generated by converting the furthest

suburban parcel from the optimal city edge to forest are equal to 2B. If pSB, then

benefits from one core parcel exceed the open space benefits. In this case it is not

optimal to have a suburban region, and therefore any level of fragmentation is sub-

optimal. In addition, if p is strictly less than B, then the equilibrium city boundary is

too far from the CBD, similar to the fmding in the central city with amenities model.

When p<B then it will not be optimal to have a suburban region and thus core

benefits can be achieved by moving the optimal city boundary closer to the CBD.

The size of the optimal forest region is never smaller than the equilibrium forest

region and the size of the pptimal urban region is never larger than the equilibrium

urban region. Proposition 4 presents the optimal incentive policy for the central city

with neighbor preferences model.
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Proposition 4: Consider a landscape where benefits from core forests are positive
and where urban landowners have neighbor preferences. The following policy will
achieve the optimal landscape L:

Ifp SB impose a unjfor,n impact fre (subsidy) of B on all developers
(forest landowners).
Ifp >B, impose an impact fee (subsidy) of 2B on all leapfrog developers
(coreforest owners) and an impact fee (subsidy) ofp on in-fill developers
(non-core forest owners).

Proof See appendix.

The design of the optimal incentive policy is conditional on the relative magnitude of

p and B. If pB a simple Pigouvian incentive policy is optimal. The incentive could

be a spatially-uniform fee or subsidy equal to B, and urban development will only

occur on parcel z ifRu(z)>Rf+B. It will never be optimal for a landowner to develop

a suburban parcel under such a policy and the optimal landscape will be achieved. In

contrast, if p>B a simple Pigouvian incentive policy no longer works. The optimal

policy will have to internalize the positive externalities of forest on both neighboring

urban and forest parcels. The fee of p is equal to the open space benefits to urban

uses while the fee of 2B represents the wildlife benefits generated by the furthest

suburban parcel from the CBD being converted to forest. This spatially-varying

policy will result in the optimal landscape.

An important point to emphasize after considering these alternative models of

urban developments is that spatial heterogeneity in land quality greatly influences the

optimality of fragmentation in land use and the choice of policy incentives. When

land quality is not very heterogeneous, such as in a simple central city model with no

amenities, then fragmentation is never optimal and simple Pigouvian incentives can

be used to achieve the optimal landscape. However, as land quality becomes more

heterogeneous, the likelihood of fragmentation being optimal increases. In addition,
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simple Pigouvian incentive policies may no longer lead to the optimal landscape and

the spatial properties of the optimal incentive policy become more complex as land

quality becomes more spatially heterogeneous. An agglomeration bonus is one such

policy approach (Smith and Shogren 2002). My results highlight how the design of

an efficient agglomeration bonus must account for spatial heterogeneity in land

quality.

3.3. Optimal Conservation on Forest Landscapes with Agriculture

In this section I consider the optimal conservation strategy when agriculture is

the primary cause of forest fragmentation. I assume that the regulator knows the

distribution of land quality, f(q), but does not have parcel-specific information on

land quality. Most major U.S. conservation programs on agricultural lands are

voluntary and offer a subsidy to farmers who adopt conservation practices or retire

land from production. When regulators don't know the spatial configuration of land

quality, they won't know the spatial location of restored forestland under incentive-

based land-use policies. This section assumes that the regulator can control the total

amount of reforestation on agricultural land by adjusting the subsidy level but cannot

control the exact location where reforestation will occur. Under these assumptions, I

examine the following two questions. First, given the aggregate amount and spatial

configuration of forestland, how much reforestation should the regulator choose on a

given landscape? Second, across multiple equilibrium landscapes with different

amounts of forest and different levels of fragmentation, which types of landscapes

should the regulator target first to maximize the social benefits of reducing

fragmentation?
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3.3.1. Optimal Reforestation

If the regulator can observe the equilibrium share of forest and agricultural

land on a landscape then they can infer the share of high and low quality land on that

landscape, because high quality land
(q>q*)

is allocated to agriculture and low quality

land
(qq*)

is allocated to forest. Denote the probability of low quality land asp0.

Expected market returns to agriculture and forestry on low quality lands are

denoted R = JRC (q)f(q)dq and Rf
= 0JRI (q)f(q)dq, where Rf > R. Likewise,

expected market returns to agriculture and forestry on high quality lands are denoted

R = fR0 (q)f(q)dq and R = JRf(q)f(q)dq, where R > R. In the equilibrium

landscape, low quality land is allocated to forest and high quality land is allocated to

agriculture. While the regulator can observe whether the parcel is in the range of high

quality
(q>q*)

or low quality (qq
*),

the parcel-specific value of q is unobservable.

A landscape with a probability of low quality land equal to Po can have many

potential spatial configurations of land quality and forest. The expected share ofcore

forest on a landscape in which forest is randomly distributed equals the probability of

three adjacent low-quality parcels, Po3. However, given the large number of potential

configurations of land quality, it is possible for a given landscape to have a share of

core forest other thanp03. I assume the equilibrium share of core forest is observable

and can be computed directly as C0. The degree of fragmentation expected on a

randomly distributed landscape can be related to fragmentation on the actual

landscape as /30 p03=C,. The parameter /3 denotes the ratio of the actual share of the
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equilibrium landscape in core forest to the expected share of core forest from a

randomly distributed landscape. For notational simplicity, I assume that the share of

a randomly distributed landscape in core forest (fl0=1) represents the minimum

probability of a core parcel and the maximum degree of fragmentation.5 However,

the parameter fl0 has an upper bound which is a function6 ofp0.

The expected social benefit from an equilibrium landscape of N parcels

defined in section 2 is observable and equal to:

EBE = N[p0Rf + (1 p0)R, + BJ30p03] (3.3)

Since parcel-specific q is unobservable, the problem is to choose the aggregate

amount of land to convert to forest that maximizes the sum of expected market and

non-market returns on the landscape. I assume that the regulator uses an incentive-

based mechanism such as an afforestation subsidy to increase the amount of land

converted to forest. Letp be the share of the landscape which the regulator converts

from agriculture to forest, resulting in a share of forestland ofp=p0+p. By

definition, all land converted to forest will be high quality since all low quality land

will already be forested. Converting land to forest will increase the share of the

landscape in core forest because converting land to forest increases the probability

that every forest parcel has neighboring forest parcels, regardless of where the new

5For completeness, note that if pO.5 the lower bound of t0 corresponds to the case where no parcels
are core and '=O. If Po>°.5, then at least one parcel must be core and the lower bound of f3 on a
landscape with N parcels is '[2(J)0-O.5)-(lfN)]/p.
6

The upper bound of f3 will correspond to a landscape with minimum fragmentation (e.g. all
forestland is clustered into one patch). In this case the probability that a randomly selected parcel on a
large landscape will be core forest will equal Po. In other words, if all forest is clustered then the
probability that a forest parcel has neighboring forest parcels equals one. So the maximum value of
will equal p02 and the minimum value of f3 will occur on a random landscape where l.
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forest is located. For example, if/3°= 1 and p>O then the probability of a core parcel

will bep3>p03. Generally, the share of the reforested landscape incore habitat will

depend on the spatial configuration of land quality, denoted y for simplicity, and will

be a function of,l]0, c, p(,, and y as follows: fl(J3,p0, Pci. y)(Po+pc)3. While /3, Pc, and

Po are ex-ante observable, y is not, and thus the share of the reforested landscape in

core habitat is ex-ante unknown.

The regulator's problem is to choose the amount of agricultural land to

convert to forest to maximize the expected social benefits from the landscape:

max EJJ'=N{poRf+PcR+(l_p_p0)Rj+Bjj3(fl0,p0,p,y).(p+p)fl (3.4)

For notational simplicity, define A = [R. - R] / 3B as the ratio of opportunity costs

of conversion on high quality parcels to the maximum core benefits from conversion

on a random landscape. Proposition 5 presents the solution to the regulator's problem

and answers the first question posed in this section, namely how much reforestation is

optimal.

Proposition 5: Suppose a regulator knows the distribution of low quality land p0 and
the initial ci ustering parameter flu. Then the solution to the regulator's conservation
problem (4) is.

f
PC rip if p0p

where p = imn{ 1, p } is a positive, implicit solution to (I - J0 ) - 3A(1 - p) =0.
Proofi See appendix.

With incomplete information the regulator should either reforest nothing on the

equilibrium landscape (i.e. Pc =0) or cluster every parcel into a forested use (i.e. Pc

lPo). A corner solution is optimal because (3.4) is a convex function of the share of

converted forestlandp (see appendix for proof). The convexity of(3.4) inp is due
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to core forest benefits and arises because a) core forest benefits are a function of the

spatial adjacency of forest parcels, and b) the exact spatial location of restored

forestland is ex-ante unknown.7 As the share of the landscape in forest increases, the

probability of each forest parcel having a neighboring forest parcel increases at an

increasing rate. The point o=' is the switching point between the corner solutions.

It represents the share of low quality land at which the expected benefits of clustering

every parcel in forest exceed the expected benefits of doing nothing to the

equilibrium landscape. The probability of low quality land is crucial in determining

the switching point because it represents the probability of spatially adjacent

forestland. The switching point p is an implicit function of A and /3g. Implicit

differentiation reveals ap/ÔA >0 and ôp/i3fl0 >0 (see appendix for proof). So, the

less fragmented the initial landscape, the higher the switching point between corner

solutions. Likewise, higher values of A imply an increased opportunity cost of forest

conversion, increasing the value of p and decreasing the likelihood of clustering as

an optimal solution.

The corner solution to (3.4) was derived with the assumption ofa one-

dimensional landscape, although the same solution also holds for a two-dimensional

landscape. To show this, note that in the two dimensional case, the only component

of(3.4) that changes is the share of the landscape in core forest. Let parcel i have

non-zero core forest benefits if and only if its eight immediate neighbors are forested.

In this case the expected share of core forest on a randomly distributed landscape

7lfthe regulatw knows the spatial configuration of land quality and can select where to locate new
forestland, then an interior solution with some level of fragmentation is possible, similar to section 3.2.
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would equal the probability of9adjacent low qnality parcels, Po9. If the actual share

of core forest on an equilibrium landscape is calculated as CO3 then we can relate the

degree of fragmentation expected on a randomly distributed landscape to

fragmentation on the actual landscape as fl° 'p09=C0. Now, the share of the reforested

landscape in core habitat will again depend on the spatial configuration of land

quality, denoted y', and will be a function of/30 ',p, o, and y 'as follows: /1 '(u3( ',p,,

Pc Y )(PoPc)9. Proposition 6 presents the solution to the regulator's problem in two-

dimensions.

Proposition 6: Suppose a regulator knows the distribution of low quality land Po and
the initial clustering parameter/i0. Then the two-dimensional solution to the
regulator's conservation problem is:

0 if p0<p
if pp

where p = min{l,} is a positive, implicit solution to (1 - ji1
!9) - 9A(l -p) = 0.

Proof: See appendix.

Specifying the problem in two-dimensions doesn't affect the key feature of the

model, namely the convexity of core forest benefits inp. In fact, since it takes more

adjacent parcels to create a core forest parcel in two dimensions, the regulator's

expected benefit function becomes more convex than the one-dimensionalcase.

Therefore, the corner solution presented in proposition 5 can be generalized to two-

dimensions.

In the above analysis we assume that the costs of converting agricultural land

to forest are linear. If the costs of conversion are increasing at a decreasing rate, or

increasing at a rate slower than core forest benefits, then the corner solution would

still hold. However, if the costs of conversion are increasing inp at a faster rate than
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core forest benefits, then an interior solution is possible. More specifically, marginal

core forest benefits would have to be equal to marginal costs at some value ofp>O

such that Po+J c<l , and marginal costs of conversion would have to be increasing

faster than marginal core forest benefits at some value ofp' >pc. Note that an

interior solution is less likely in the two-dimensional case because core forest benefits

are more convex than in the one-dimensional case.

3.3.2. Targeting Conservation Efforts

I now explore the second major question posed above, that is, on which types

of landscapes should the regulator target conservation efforts? The expected net

social benefits of the regulator's optimal solution, NB*, can be derived by subtracting

(3.3) from (3.4) and substituting the regulator's optimal solution to pC, which gives us

equations (3.5) and (3.6) below. NB* is defined as a function ofp0, A, and /3°.

NB*(p0,A,fi0)

= {
(3.5)0 :i T0<

Examining how NB* behaves as a function ofp0 and /3 is the same as exploring how

behaves with alternative assumptions of spatial heterogeneity8. First, I explore

how NB* will change with p for a given level of/i0. It is easy to show that for a given

NB* is concave inp0 forp0p and reaches a maximum point atp = JA//30. In

words, the landscape whose equilibrium is furthest from the optimum is the landscape

81n particular, define heterogeneity in land quality as the number of edges between high and low
quality land. The probability that any particular high quality parcel has an edge with a low quality
parcel is equal to p0(1-p0). So the number of edges on the landscape equals Np0(l-p0), which is a
strictly concave fimction of p0 with a maximum at p-O.5. Therefore, maximum spatial heterogeneity
occurs on landscapes with values of p0 close to 0.5, and landscapes become more homogeneous as Pa
approaches either I or 0.

B(l - /30p03 ) - (R, - R)(l - p0) if p0 pJ (3.6)



whose share of low quality land is equal to /A I/3 . Another way to write this rule

is 3Bfl0 p = (R - R) ; which states that the marginal benefit of forest conversion

equals the marginal cost at Po. Figure 3.2 presents graphs ofp=p0+p and NBt

against Po for the simple case where fl0=l, and for alternative values of i\.

Figure 3.2. Net Benefits of the Optimal Landscape (8=l)

P=Po Pc

p

p,

Po

0

- NB°(p0,i,1)

NB°(p0, A', 1)

The net benefit curves in figure 3.2 have several features worthy of

discussion. First, note that whenp0< p the equilibrium landscape is optimal and

NBt=0 because the corner solution Pc= 1 J)o yields lower net benefits than p=O.

Second, to explain the increasing portion of the curves, note that marginal benefits of

forest conversion increase at an increasing rate with p0. Therefore, the opportunity

cost of creating a new core parcel relative to expected benefits is high at values ofp0

50
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close top. However, as land quality becomes less heterogeneous (e.g. higher values

ofp0), it is more likely for clusters of low quality land to form, and at moderate levels

of heterogeneity marginal benefits of forest conversion are higher relative to

opportunity costs than at values ofp0 close to p. Third, to explain the decreasing

portion of the curve, note that on landscapes which are mostly homogeneous (e.g. Po

=0.95) almost the entire equilibrium landscape is forested and is thus likely to be

close to the optimum. So, there will be few sub-optimal parcels on the equilibrium

landscape when land quality is mostly homogeneous, and therefore NB* will be low.

In summary, the shape of NB reflects a tradeoff between the marginal and aggregate

net benefits of reforestation. At higher values ofp0, marginal benefits of converting a

randomly selected parcel to forest are high relative to marginal cost because of the

increased likelihood of spatially adjacent forest. However, the set of parcels available

for conversion becomes lower at higher values ofp0, implying low levels of

aggregate net benefits.

Targeting conservation resources to landscapes wherep0.JA / /3 will yield

the highest net social gains. In addition, figure 3.2 shows that reducing the value of

core forest relative to opportunity cost (e.g. increasing A) shifts NB* down, and shifts

the maximum point and p to the right. One implication is that equilibrium

landscapes with lower opportunity costs of conversion are likely to be further from

the optimum. Therefore, focusing a fragmentation policy on landscapes with lower

opportunity costs of conversion is likely to yield larger welThre gains than focusing on

landscapes with higher opportunity costs. A second implication is that the value ofp0
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which maximizes NB* will be lower on landscapes with lower opportunity costs of

conversion relative to core forest values. So, the lower the social value of a core

forest parcel, the more conservation efforts should shift to landscapes with more low

quality land, and more equilibrium forestland.

In order to compare the net social benefits of two landscapes with different

levels of/]0 I derive iso-net benefit curves to analyze combinations ofp0 and /3 which

yield identical net social benefits. I construct these curves for landscapes withp0

greater than the switching point p and thus focus on combinations ofp0 and /3 which

yield a given level ofNB*. For a constant NBt, diflërentiating (3.6) with respect to /3°

yields 3p0/t/30 'dNB°=O p /3(A - /30 p). Since Po2 is always positive,

8p0/ô/30 0 if .JA//3, >p0andôp/ô/30 1z0 if JAI/3, <no. The NBt

for landscapes with different combinations of equilibrium forest (Po) and equilibrium

fragmentation levels (JJ) can be compared using the iso-net benefit curves in figure

3.3. For example, consider the two landscapes (1 and 2) marked in figure 3.3 with the

following properties: p>p and f3< J. Since points on iso-net benefit curves closer

to the left side of figure 3.3 have higher net social benefits I can see that landscape 1

has higher net social benefits than landscape 2. Examination of figure 3.3 highlights

that equilibrium landscapes with more fragmentation are unambiguously further from

the optimum than landscapes with less fragmentation, ceteris paribus. However,

equilibrium landscapes with more forest may or may not be further from optimum

than landscapes with less forest. If p0< (>).JA I/3d then equilibrium landscapes with
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more forest will be further from (closer to) the optimum than landscapes with less

forest, ceteris paribus.

Figure 3.3. Iso-Net Benefit Curves (Initial Forest (Po) vs. Initial Fragmentation .(J30))

The regulator should always target landscapes with (J1, Pc) close to (I, A').

The value
(J]0*, Po*) equal to (1, 1/2) is the solution to the problem of maximizing net

social benefits from the landscape rather than total expected benefits. While the

regulator's optimal reforestation strategy is to convert all land to forest on landscapes

in which the expected benefits of doing so are positive, the net social benefits of this

strategy vary considerably depending on the amount and spatial configuration of

equilibrium forestland. Therefore, efforts to reduce fragmentation should be targeted

to the most fragmented landscapes with an aggregate amount of forest equal to a

threshold, which is defined by the ratio of the opportunity cost of conversion to the

social value of core forest. This threshold represents the point at which every parcel

converted has a high enough probability of adjacent forestland to generate positive

expected net benefits.
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3.3.3. Landscape Simulations

If the regulator knows the spatial configuration of land quality, then they can

simply solve the optimization problem directly for each landscape. I hypothesize that

the average net benefits of the optimal landscape observed across multiple

assumptions of the spatial configuration of land quality for each givenp0 will have

properties that match the net benefit curve found in section 3.3.2. I use simulation

methods and neutral landscape models9 to explore the net benefits of an optimal

landscape across multiple assumptions of the spatial configuration of land quality and

to test the insights derived above. I use a neutral landscape model on a two-

dimensional 14x14 grid'0 where each parcel has a probability o of having low land

quality land and probability (1 -po) of having high quality land. By altering Po' can

use random number generators to simulate a rich variety of potential spatial

configurations of land quality.

My simulation model works in the following way. First, I parameterize core

benefits B and market returns to land for both uses such that Rf > R and R > R.

Core benefits B will be non-zero for a parcel if and only if all eight neighboring

parcels are forested. These parameters are held constant throughout the simulations.

Second, I specify a value ofp0 and generate a random number on each parcel to

create a spatial configuration of land quality across the two-dimensional landscape. If

the random number generated for parcel (i,j) is less than Po then this parcel is assigned

9Neutral landscape models are used extensively in landscape ecology and consist of random maps
which lack all factors that might organize or structure the pattern of the landscape (Gardner et al.
1987). Random maps are typically organized into grids with two primary types of land use, whe
each parcel in the landscape has a specified probability of being in one of the two uses.
'° size 14x14 was chosen due to computational limitations.
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to be low quality land. Next, I calculate the value of the equilibrium landscape with

the following equation:

Value = ö.R(q)+(1 -8)R0(q)+B
i= f-I

Third, I solve the regulator's problem using integer progranming with a branch-and-

bound solution algorithm. Once the regulator's problem is solved, I calculate the

value of the optimal landscape using the above equation and then calculate NB*.

Fourth, I vary o between 0.05 and 0.95 in intervals of 0.05, and simulate 100

potential landscapes for each value ofp0. For each landscape simulation I solve the

regulator's problem and calculate the net benefits of the optimal landscape, and then

take the mean of all simulations for each value ofp0. This results in a total of 1900

potential configurations of land quality. The following parameters are used for

market returns to the two land uses: Rf 2; R =3; R=l; R, 4. As discussed

above, the optimal landscape is also a function of the opportunity cost of converting a

high quality parcel to forest relative to the social value of core forest (A). Therefore I

run the simulations with different relative values of core forest parcels. This

simulation model is a direct test of the model in section 3.3.2 with randomly

distributed land quality. Figure 3.4 presents a graph of NBt against o asp0 is altered

from 0.05 to 0.95.



Figure 3.4. Simulated Net Benefit Function (two dimensions)
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Examination of figure 3.4 indicates that the properties of the simulated net

benefit function are largely consistent with the analytical net benefit function under

incomplete information and randomly distributed land quality. First, there is a non-

linear relationship between the net benefits of the optimal landscape and the

probability of low quality land. When core benefits are modest, NB first increases as

land quality becomes less heterogeneous and then decreases as land quality becomes

completely homogeneous. Second, decreasing the social value of a core parcel

relative to the opportunity cost of converting a high quality parcel to forest (e.g.

increasing A) shifts the net benefits curve down and the maximum point to the right.

Third, the value of Po which maximizes the simulated net benefit function is close in

value to the point predicted analytically. in two dimensions, the probability of a

random parcel being core is equal to Bp09. So, A = [(R - R) / 9B] and the value of

p which maximizes NB* occurs whenp0 =A. When &=O.15, the maximum value

of NB* should occur atp0 0.79, whereas the simulations place this point at
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approximately o =0.8. When A=0.25 the maximum value ofNB* should occur atp0

=0.84, whereas the simulations place this point at approximatelyp0 =0.85. So the

value ofp0 which maximizes NB* in the simulations is largely consistent with that

predicted by the analytical results and the simulated landscapes confirm the major

analytical insights.

3.4. Discussion

This chapter has developed a spatially-explicit model of land use to examine

optimal landscape configuration and policy design when wildlife habitat

fragmentation affects the social value of land-use. I show that the optimal spatial

configuration of forest depends on the spatial distribution of land quality. I also

develop optimal policies for reducing fragmentation that explicitly account for land

quality information. Since land quality for urban and agricultural latid use is

influenced by different factors, policy insights are developed for the cases of forest

fragmentation caused by urban development and by agriculture. In particular, I

assume urban land quality is a function of observable distances to cities and amenities

while agricultural land quality is a function of soil quality.

When urban development is the primary cause of fragmentation, the aggregate

amount of forestland is higher on the optimal landscape than on the equilibrium

landscape under all assumptions of land quality. However, the spatial clustering of

land use will not always yield the highest social welfare, as some level of

fragmentation may be optimal. While fragmentation is never optimal on simple

landscapes such as predicted in central city models, spatial heterogeneity in amenities

or household preferences for open space can lead to an optimal level of
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fragmentation. Under the simple central city model a spatially uniform incentive

policy (e.g. a development impact fee) can achieve the optimal landscape because

only the location of the city edge is not optimaL However, a uniform policy does not

necessarily achieve the optimal landscape in the presence of spatial heterogeneity in

amenities or household preferences for open space. When an exogenous amenity

exists outside the city boundary, a policy which punishes the first leapfrog developer

outside the city will achieve the optimal landscape. When urban land quality is also a

function of neighboring uses, the optimal policy will offer varying incentives to

developers depending on whether they engage in 'in-fill' or 'leapfrog' development.

These results arise because urban development generates a larger increase in

fragmentation if it occurs outside the city boundary rather than at the city edge.

In the case of forest fragmentation caused by agriculture, I derive the optimal

amount of forest restoration when land quality information is incomplete and the

regulator doesn't know the spatial location of restored forestland a priori. Results

indicate two possibilities: convert all agricultural land to forest or convert nothing.

This corner solution is driven by the spatial relationships giving rise to fragmentation

and the uncertainty as to the exact location of restored forestland. In particular, as the

probability of every parcel being forest increases, the probability of every parcel

being adjacent to other forest parcels increases at an increasing rate. The net social

benefits of the optimal reforestation strategy are shown to vary significantly across

landscapes with different amounts of forest, fragmentation, and opportunity costs of

conversion. This variation in net social benefits gives rise to targeting rules to guide

conservation efforts across multiple landscapes with differing degrees of landscape
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heterogeneity. In general, efforts to reduce fragmentation should be targeted to the

most fragmented landscapes with an aggregate share of forest equal to a threshold,

which is defined by the ratio of the opportunitycost of conversion to the social value

of core forest. In addition, a fragmentation policy will yield higher welfare gains if

targeted towards landscapes with lower opportunity costs of conversion.
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4. The Effects of Market-Based Policies on Forest Fragmentation"

The purpose of this chapter is to empirically analyze the effects of land use

policies on forest fragmentation. To accomplish this objective, I develop a

methodology for analyzing the spatial structure of landscape change under alternative

market conditions and policy scenarios. My approach integrates an econometric

model of landowner decision-making with simulations that predict the spatial pattern

of land-use change. The first component is an econometric model of land-use

conversion estimated with plot-level data. The econometric analysis yields land-use

transition probabilities expressed as functions of market-based net returns and

physical characteristics of the land. The second component is a landscape simulation

model using a geographic information system (GIS). The simulations relate the

transition probabilities to act'al landscapes so that future spatial patterns of land use

can be predicted under baseline and policy scenarios. The application of the

methodology is to the coastal plain of South Carolina, a 4,000 sq. km region that

provides important nesting habitat for interior-forest birds and that has seen

considerable land conversions in recent decades between the major land uses of

urban, agriculture and forestry.

Partners in Flight, a consortium of government agencies and private

conservation groups, has expressed the need for large forest blocks in the

southeastern U.S. to provide nesting habitiat for interior-forest birds. One policy

approach is to subsidize private landowners for converting non-forest land to forest

(i.e., afibrestation). Similar subsidies are offered to farmers under the federal
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Conservation Reserve Program and have been proposed as a cost-effective approach

to sequestering carbon (Stavins 1999). I model afforestation subsidies by increasing

the per-acre net return to forestry, which increases the probability that land remains in

forest or is converted to forest. I simulate land-use change under baseline and policy

scenarios and summarize the resulting landscape patterns using fragmentation indices.

The indices include the percentage of the landscape in core forest (patches located

more than 200m from the nearest non-forest edge) and the average forest patch size.

My results include predictions of how land-use policies would affect landscape

characteristics as summarized by the fragmentation metrics.

This analysis makes a contribution to both economic and geographical

analyses of land-use change. Geographers have developed sophisticated GIS-based

simulation models to predict landscape change, but have given relatively little

attention to the underlying behavioral factors affecting landowner decisions.

Conversely, economists have long been concerned with estimation of econometric

models to describe landowner behavior, but have only begun to use these models in

landscape simulations. My study advances the methodologies in both fields by

developing a landscape simulation model that uses transition rules derived from an

econometric land-use model. The key contribution to the geography field is the use

of local rules based on land-use transition probabilities estimated with data on

landowner decisions. The transition probabilities relate the probability of land

changing use to economic returns and plot-level characteristics. The important

contribution to economics is the development of a landscape simulation model that

uses probabilistic rather than deterministic transition rules. As such, I specif' local
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rules that are consistent with the statistical properties of the econometric model.

Because the land-use transition probabilities in my model are formulated in terms of

economic returns to alternative uses, I can explicitly analyze the effects of market-

based policy incentives on private land-use decisions and the resulting spatial pattern

of forest habitat. I can also quantify the costs of achieving spatial landscape goals.

This represents a contribution to both fields.

I predict the spatial configuration of forest habitat under three scenarios. First,

I estimate landscape configuration under baseline conditions in which relative

economic returns are constant. Second, I introduce a uniform forest subsidy similar

to that advocated in the carbon sequestration literature which pays landowners to

convert land into forest uses. Third, I introduce two spatial policies which pays

landowners to convert land into forest uses only if their parcel shares a border with

forested parcels. This policy is similar to the idea ofan agglomeration bonus

proposed by Smith and Shogren (2002) and Parkhurst et al. (2002) as a policy

alternative for endangered species conservation under fragmentation conditions.

4.1. Methodological Challenges in Landscape Economics

The application of economic models of land use to forecasting the spatial

pattern of landscapes is a relatively new line of research. The majority of the

empirical work so far has focused on tropical deforestation (Chomitz and Gray 1996;

Nelson and Hellerstein 1997; Nelson et al. 2001; Cropper et al. 2001) and urban

conversion in the urban-rural fringe (Bockstael 1996; Irwin and Bockstael 2002). As

Bockstael (1996) notes, the two primary challenges in forecasting the spatial structure

of landscape change are 1) econometrically estimating a well-specified model of
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landowner behavior, and 2) correctly using econometrically-derived land use

transition probabilities in spatially-explicit landscape simulations.

4.1.1. Spatial Issues in Econometric Estimation

The problem of econometrically estimating land use transition probabilities is

typically a problem undertaken at the parcel level. Given the discrete nature of most

land use classifications systems (i.e. forest, urban, etc.), this implies a discrete choice

econometric model. The most widely discussed econometric challenge with such

models is the problem of spatial relationships among observations. For example, land

parcels in the same vicinity may share certain features specific to their location, such

as distance to urban centers and roads, and regulatory regimes. These factors are

often correlated over space. If such factors affect land-use choices and are

unobserved and omitted from the estimation then the errors in a discrete-choice model

of land use will be correlated across space. Spatial dependence may also arise due to

data measurement errors (Irwin and Geogehegan 2001). Spatial error autocorrelation

is a problem with discrete choice models because estimation typically requires the

assumption that the error terms are independent. Such error correlation is distinct

from other types of spatial dependencies, such as lag structures that represent a

substantive spatial process of interest to the modeler (Carrion-Flores and Irwin 2004).

Failing to control for error correlation in a discrete-choice model causes the parameter

estimates to be both inconsistent and inefficient (Anselin 2002).

The process of testing and controlling for spatial autocorrelation in models

with continuous dependent variables is generally well understood. However, there

are no formal methods to deal comprehensively with spatial autocorrelation in models



with discrete dependent variables (Bockstael 1996; Anselin 2002; Irwin and

Bockstael 2003). in the literature on discrete choice land use models, authors have

dealt with spatial relationships between parcels in a variety of ways. First, some

researchers specif' a spatial weight matrix which relates the error terms in each

location to error terms in all the other locations. For instance the error term lbr

observation i could be related to the error term for observation j as

= 2w + p, , where w11 are elements of the spatial weight matrix W, is a

parameter, and iis an i.i.d. standard normal disturbance. The challenge with such

models is that they are generally not tractable and must be approximated through

simulation or iterative methods (LeSage 2000; Fleming 2004; Beron and Vijverberg

2004). Such iterative methods are very computationally intensive and have only been

applied to small data sets (Carrion-Flores and Irwin 2004).

An alternative approach known as Besag Coding (Robertson and Nelson

2004), or alternatively spatial coding (Carrion-Flores and Irwin 2004), invioves

sampling that eliminates nearest neighbors from the sample. Due to the use of

extremely large datasets, this approach has been used frequently in the land use

literature (Nelson and Hellerstein 1997; Nelson et al. 2001; Cropper et al. 2001;

Carrion-Flores and Irwin 2004). To implement this procedure a sample of non-

adjacent neighbors is typically constructed from the larger dataset and used in the

estimation. By omitting observations that are spatially adjacent, the resulting error

structure is presumably independent and standard techniques can be used for

estimation. Carrion-Flores and Irwin (2004) tested for spatial autocorrelation in a land
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use model for Ohio with both a complete dataset and a dataset that was spatially

coded. They found evidence of spatial autocorrelation of the error terms with the

complete dataset but no evidence of spatial autocorrelation of the error terms on the

spatially coded dataset, suggesting parameter estimates which are not necessarily

inconsistent and inefficient.

In this chapter, I use the National Resources Inventory (NRI) as my data

source. The NRI is a panel survey of land use, land cover, and soil characteristics

that is conducted at five year intervals from 1982 to 1997 on a sample of non-federal

lands across the U.S. Unfortunately the precise location of each NRI point is not

disclosed due t privacy considerations, although the county in which they reside is

disclosed. Thus, there is no way to directly test for spatial autocorrelation with a

model estimated using NRI data. However, the sampling routine used for the NRJ

ensures that data points are geographically dispersed from the majority of other points

within a county, providing a sample quite similar to a dataset which has been spatially

coded.

4.1.2. Spatially-Explicit Landscape Simulations

The second major methodological issue in landscape economics is how to use

the econometric land use models in spatially explicit simulations. Most discrete

choice land use models yield relative probabilities of land use conversion rather than

deterministic rules. Thus, while the models allow us to say whether a particular

parcel is more likely to convert than another parcel, I cannot say for sure whether any

particular parcel will convert. Some studies present GIS maps showing the spatial

distribution of the estimated probabilities (BOckstael 1996; Cropper et al. 2001),
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while other papers apply transition probabilities to actual landscapes by utilizing

particular rules-of-thumb. Such studies typically assume that each parcel will convert

to the use with the highest estimated transition probability (Nelson and Hellerstein

1997; Nelson et al. 2001). Chomitz and Gray (1996) assign a parcel to a natural land

use only if its predicted probability is higher than the actual ratio of that land use to

total land area. Irwin and Bockstael (2002) use a multi-stage development process,

whereby in each round the parcel with the highest probability of conversion to urban

uses in each time period is the parcel chosen for conversion.

The commonality amongst those studies which use a rule-of-thumb

application of transition probabilities to landscape forecasting is the assignment of

parcels to land uses with the highest estimated probabilities. This forecasting

methodology is similar to the calculation of the commonly used 'percent correctly

predicted' statistic used to analyze the predictive power of discrete choice models.

This statistic is calculated by identifying the alternative with the highest estimated

probability for each decision maker in the sample, and determining whether or not

this was the alternative that was actually chosen. The percentage of the sample for

which the highest-probability alternative and the chosen alternative are the same is

called the percent correctly predicted. However, as Train (2003) argues, this statistic

incorporates a notion that is opposed to the purpose of specifying choice probabilities.

Namely, it is assumed that the researcher has enough information to predict the

decision maker's choice with certainty. But, in specifying choice probabilities, the

researcher is saying that if the choice situation were repeated numerous times, each

alternative would be chosen a certain proportion of the time (Train 2003). This same
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criticism holds for the application of land use transition probabilities towards the

forecasting of landscape pattern and is suggestive of a repeated simulation approach

(e.g. Wu 2002) as preferred over 'rule-of-thumb' techniques.

The challenge with using a Monte Carlo approach towards simulation is that

the researcher cannot provide a single landscape outcome. Rather, the number of

potential landscape outcomes is equal to the number of simulations used. Such an

approach requires the computation of indices which describe the spatial configuration

of each simulated landscape. Fortunately, the landscape ecology literature has spent

considerable effort at developing and testing various landscape indices which

describe spatial configuration. Thus, for the monte carlo approach to be useful, then

an index(es) must be chosen to adequately describe the simulated landscapes and be

applicable to the research question. In the case of habitat fragmentation, there are a

number of potential useful indices. In section 4.3.3, I provide a principal components

analysis to select a select few indices which adequately describe the spatial properties

of my simulated landscapes.

4.2. Econometric Model of Land Use Change

4.2.1. Economics of Land Use and Model SpecWcation

Stavins and Jaffe (1990) solve a landowner's profit-maximizing dynamic

optimization problem to determine a land-use transition rule. According to this rule,

the landowner will convert to the use that yields the highest expected present

discounted value of an infmite stream of net returns minus conversion costs.

Following Lubowski (2002), I assume that landowners base their expectations of

future land-use returns on current and historical land-use returns. In particular, I
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assume that landowners expect future land-use net returns to equal the average of the

net returns over the five most recent years. I also assume that landowners ignore

option values. With static expectations and no option values, the landowner's

decision rule is to choose the land use with the highest expected one-period net return

at time t. In formal terms, the owner of parcel I in use] at the start of period t will

convert to use k ffi

RrCR (4.1)

for all alternative uses k (k=l,. . .,K) and where R is the annual net return to use kin

time 1, r is the interest rate, and C is the one-time cost of converting land from use]

to use k (C = 0). Following the discrete-choice literature, the net revenue from use

k, assuming the parcel begins in use], depends on a random component, e, that is

unobserved by the researcher:

(4.2)

I denote the deterministic component of net revenue, R rC, as 'x, where

Ijk is a vector of parameters to be estimated, and x, is a vector of observable

variables. The probability that parcel I will convert from usej to use k in time t is

defined as:

e.)I ylt ii

for all uses 1. I assume that the error terms are lID Type I extreme value, and obtain a

conditional logit model with the following transition probability:

(4.3)



exp(3J xk)
K

exp(1 'x1)
1=1

P embodies the first-order Markov property, because the probability of the parcel

changing use depends only on decision variables in time t. In addition, the

specification of choice probabilities as (4.4) implies an assumption of independence

of irrelevant alternatives (hA). The hA property is a well-known assumption of logit

models and implies that the probabilities of any two choices must be independent of

the other alternatives in the choice set. I provide test results below that fail to reject

hA as a null hypothesis. The elements of x include attributes of the different land use

choices as well as attributes of the individual land parcels.

In addition to net returns, the literature has shown land-use conversion to be a

function of soil quality (Plantinga 1996; Nelson et al. 2001), distance to urban areas

(Kline and Alig 2001), and spatial interactions between urban plots (Irwin and

Bockstael 2002). However, there are no methods to control for spatial autocorrelation

in discrete choice models with more than two choices, and thus an unbiased estimate

of the spatial interaction effect is still not possible (Irwin and Bockstael 2002). As

discussed earlier, an alternative approach to addressing spatial correlation in discrete

choice models is to purge the data of spatial dependence by sampling (e.g. spatial

coding). The data source used in this chapter employs a similar process by using a

stratified sampling routine which ensures that data points are geographically

dispersed from the majority of other points in each county. Thus, I address spatial
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autocorrelation through spatial sampling, similar to Nelson et al. (2001) and Carrion-

Flores and Irwin (2004).

With the above considerations, I choose to specify land-use choice as a

function of net returns to alternative land uses, soil quality, and urban influence. The

following specification is used for the deterministic components of the net revenue of

switching parcel i from use j to use k, in county c, during time period t:

+ aUI1 + fl R + /37/LCClRk, (4.5)

where 4 is an alternative-specific constant, a and fi are parameters, Ri denotes

county-level returns to use k, UI is a dummy variable indicating whether the parcel is

in a rural (1) or urban (0) area, and LCC is a dummy variable indicating whether

plot i is in soil quality q at time t. Since net returns to land use are measured at the

county level (see below), I interact these returns with plot-specific measures of soil

quality to scale the returns up Or down depending on soil quality. The parameter 4

is assumed to be zero for k = forest and k=agriculture, while fl is assumed to be

zero for k = urba&2. For identification, I nonnalize the alternative specific constants

to be zero for the starting use. Costs-of-conversion from (4.1) will be captured in the

alternative-specific constants.

Given the above normalization, I expect the alternative specific constants to

be negative relative to starting use. This would signify that conversion costs are

positive. The a coefficient is expected to be negative, which would scale down the

'2A likelihood ratio test lils to reject the null that fi 0 where k = urban at the 5% level.



probability of a plot converting to an urban use in a rural area versus an urban area.

The fl 's are expected to be positive, indicating that higher returns to a use increases

the likelihood that it will be chosen as the ending use. The flt 's are expected to be

negative for the agriculture ending use (k = agriculture), indicating a lower

probability of land converting to or remaining in agriculture on lower quality land.

The fl'1jb 's are expected to be positive for the forest ending use (k forest),

indicating a higher probability of land converting to or remaining in forest on low

quality land.

4.2.2. Data for Econometric Model

Land use data for this chapter are derived from the National Resources

Inventory (NRI), provided by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. To estimate

parameters specific to the southeast region, I use data for the states of North and

South Carolina. The NRI is a panel survey of land use, land cover, and soil

characteristics that is conducted at five year intervals from 1982 to 1997 on a sample

of non-federal lands across the U.S. Thus, there are 3 parcel-level land-use

transitions observed here, each for a 5 year interval. The analysis in this chapter is

focused on lands that can be classified either as agriculture, forest, or urban uses. The

remainder of the land base is classified predominantly as either water or federal land.

Management of these lands is assumed not to be governed by profit maximization and

they are excluded from the analysis.

There were significant transitions between land-use categories in North and

South Carolina during this time period (table 4.1). In particular, there was a net loss
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in agricultural land of over 10%, a net loss in forestland of 2.5%, and a net gain in

urban land of over 70%. While urbanization was clearly an important component of

land-use change during this time period, there were also significant transitions

between forest and agricultural lands. In particular, over 1.1 million acres of

agricultural land was converted to forestland between 1982 and 1997. Land use

returns are taken from Ruben Lubowski's (2002) national-level dataset. Annual

county-level net returns are calculated by averaging the previous five years net return

for each NRI starting period for the three land uses considered here (agriculture,

forestry, and urban)'3. The agriculture category is comprised of those lands classified

as either crop or pasture land in order to match the econometric model to the available

GIS data.

13
County-level returns for agriculture are computed in annual terms from data on annual yields of

major crops and forage as provided by the National Agricultural Statistics Service. All county-level
agricultural estimates include estimates of county-level direct government subsidies. Forest returns are
estimated by calculating the net present value of an infinite stream of timber harvests and multiplied by
an assumed interest rate of five percent to obtain an annualized measure. All timber prices are from
TimberMart south. For urban uses, county-level estimates of the average per-acre price of recently
developed Jand are constructed. The data measures the average value of a developed parcel less the
value of structures, and thus correspond to the present discounted value of the stream of rents from
improved bare land. This net present value is multiplied by a five percent interest rate to obtain an
annualized per acre estimate of the profits from urban development. Sources for urban returns data
include Census of Populatiou and Housing, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
and the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight.



Table 4.1. Changes in Major Land Use Categories in North and South Carolina
(1982-97)'
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- -- - rnn11 vic i iiItuia1 tiid in the six
listed uses in 1982 as well as 1997. Read the table horizontally to see how land that was under a
particular use in 1982 (row heading) was subsequently allocated in terms of land use in 1997 (column
heading). Read the table vertically to see how land that was in a particular land use in I997 was
previously allocated in 1982.

The NRI dataset includes information on the soil quality of each NRI plot. I use the

land capability class (LCC) rating of each plot to scale the county-level returns for

agriculture and forestry. LCC is a composite index representing many factors (i.e.

soil type, slope, etc.) important to the suitability of the land for agriculture. The LCC

mdcx ranges from 1 to 8. To ensure sufficient observations in each group, LCC is

placed into different groupings. For lands starting in agriculture, LCC is split into

three different groupings: LCC 1 or 2, LCC 3 or 4, and LCC 5, 6, 7 or 8, with dummy

variables indicating whether the parcel has a particular LCC ranking. For lands

starting in forest, LCC is split into four different groupings: LCC I or 2, LCC 3 or 4,

LCC 5 or 6, and LCC 7 or 8: I also use information on the urban status of the plot as

defined by USDA's Economic Research Service (ERS). Each NRI plot is classified

as urban-influenced or not urban-influenced based on an index of urban proximity

Land Use in
97

Land Use in
1982

Agriculture Forest Urban 1982 Total

Agriculture 10,860,600 1,143,800 724,300 12,728,700
85. 32% 8.99% 5.69%

Forest 504,500 25,859,900 1,346,700 27,711,100
1.82% 93.32% 4.86%

Urban ioo 300 2,869,700 2,870,100
0.00% 0.01% 99.99%

1997 Total 11,365,200 27,004,000 4,940,700 43,309,900
-10.71% -2.55% 72.14%

1Perentages are of 1982 totals Tnthlc inthitIp nniv c,rn,r,L ..
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derived from Census-tract population data from 199014. The derived index Is similar

to a gravity index, and provides a measure of accessibility to population

concentrations. The linking of this index to NRI plots is particularly useful because

the only other location information disclosed on the NRI plots is the county in which

they reside.

The NRI provides a panel data set with three 5 year transition periods

observed (1982-87; 1987-92; 1992-97). However, panel data estimation is infeasible

with a logit model unless I am willing to assume that unobserved components of

utility are uncorrelated over time. There are many unobserved elements of utility

(e.g. distance to major roads) which will clearly be correlated over time for particular

parcels. Thus, to maximize variation in the dataset and to ensure efficient estimation,,

I use a pooling strategy which provides some of the benefits of panel data estimation

without adding the above restrictive assumption'5. Lastly, I weight the observations

with the NRI's acreage weights in order to ensure that the sample is representative of

the population'6.

u thank Vince Breneman at ERS for linking urban influence to the NRI plots and Sha Buckholtz
at ERS for providing the colTesponding GIS layer on urban influence.
'5For land parcels that remain in a given land use for all three periods, we randomly select one-third of
the parcels from each time period. For parcels that are in a given land use at the start of only two
periods, we randomly select one-half of the parcels from each period. For parcels that are only in a
particular use at the start of one of the periods, we include all of the observations. The observations
are then weighted 3,2, and 1, respectively, to those parcels that were sampled at 1/3, 'A, and 1/1
intensity.
"Each NRI point is given an aereage expansion flictor between 1 and 192, with lower numbers
indicating a lower aereage weighting and a more intensively sampled region. To avoid shrinking
standard errors due to this weighting, the weights are scaled so that they sum to the total number of
actual observations.



17Since the Hausman test is of low power, I also evaluate the conditional logit model against the
Heteroscedastic Extreme Value (REV) model, which doesn't impose hA. The results are mixed. For
the forest starting use, a likelihood ratio test fails to reject the conditional logit model in favor of the
HEY model at any reasonable confidence level. For the agriculture stu tiug use, a likelihood ratio test
rejects the conditional logit model in favor of the REV model. However, the scale parameter
coefficients in the REV model are not significantly different from each other at the 5% level, which is
not evidence against hA. Thus, comparison of the REV and conditional logit models offers no firm
rejection of hA as a null hypothesis, confirming the Hausman test results.
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4.2.3. Econometric Results

The econometric model is estimated using maximum likelihood procedures

for the pooled sample. Parameter estimates are presented in table 4.2. The parameters

are estimated separately for each of the two starting land uses (agriculture and forest).

Lands beginning in an urban use are assumed not to leave urban. There are 9,692

observations in the sample with agriculture as the starting land use, and 20,721

observations for the sample with forest as the starting land use. Likelihood ratio tests

reject the hypothesis that all of the coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero (0.01

level) for each of the equations. In addition, pseudo R2 is approximately 0.8 for land

uses starting in agriculture and 0.9 for land uses starting in forest, indicating that the

specified model increases the log-likelihood function above the value taken at zero

parameters. Thus, the estimation results suggest a good model fit for both starting

uses. Hausman tests for independence of irrelevant alternatives (hA) were run for

both starting uses with results failing to reject a null hypothesis of hA at the 0.05

level for each of the two starting uses'7.

The alternative specific constants are negative and significantly different from

zero at the 1% level, suggesting that conversion costs are an important component in

a landowner's land use decision. Likewise, coefficients on the alternative-specific

returns are all positive and significantly different from zero at the 1% level. This
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suggests that higher net returns to particular land uses increase the probability that

these land uses will be chosen. In terms of the coefficients interacting net returns

with soilqua1ity, all are correctly signed and 5 of the 9 coefficients are significantly

different from zero at the 10% level or higher, while 4 of the 5 significant coefficients

are significantly different from zero at the 5% level or higher. This suggests that soil

quality is an important component influencing land use transitions. For parcels

starting in agriculture, coefficients indicate that parcels with lower soil quality will be

less likely to stay in agriculture and more likely to convert to forest or urban uses.

For parcels starting in forest, coefficients indicate that parcels with lower soil quality

will be more likely to stay in forest and less likely to convert to forest or urban uses.

Lastly, the coefficient on the urban status of the plot is negative and significantly

different from zero at the 1% level, indicating that parcels in rural areas are less likely

to convert to urban uses than parcels in urban areas, ceteris paribus.



Table 4.2. Econometric Results for Land Use Transition Model

** Significant at the 1% level; * Significant at the 5% level
t statistics in parentheses

Of primary importance for the landscape simulations in this chapter are the

parcel-specific properties of the transition probabilities (table 4.3). The probabilities

are differentiated by starting land use, county-level returns to alternative land uses,

parcel-specific soil quality, and urban status (as defined by USDA's urban influence

index) of the parcel. For lands starting in agriculture, the probability of leaving
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Starting
Use

Parameter Agriculture Forest
Ag Intercept 4.7767**

-(40.71)
Ag Returns 0.0033** 0.0056

(3.61) (3.68)
Ag Returns *LCC 3 or 4 -0.0021 -0.0014

-(1.69) -(0.78)
Ag Returns *LCC 5,6,7, or 8 -0.0064 0.0024

-(3.93) (1.12)
Forest Intercept 4. 0478

-(34.73)
Forest Returns 0.0535** 0.0210

(6.02) (2.53)
Forest Returns * LCC 3 or 4 0.0024 0.0057

(0.36) (0.95)
Forest Returns * LCC 5 or 6 0.0313**

(3.72)
Forest Returns * LCC 7 or 8 (0.06)**

(5.97)
Forest Returns * LCC 5,6,7 or 8 0. 0553

(5.18)
Urban Intercept 3.6846** -3.2724

-(33.11) -(28.03)
Urban Influence (1 = rural, 0
urban)

1.3773** -1.4068

-(12.53) -(17.93)
Urban Returns 0.0003 0.0002'

(7.24) (6.79)
Pseudo R2 0.7942 0.8928
N 9692 20721
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agriculture for forest or urban uses increases as soil quality decreases. In addition, the

probability of agricultural parcels converting to urban uses is significantly higher in

urban areas than in rural areas. In contrast, for lands starting in forest, the probability

of leaving forest for agriculture or urban uses decreases as soil quality decreases.

Similar to lands starting in agriculture, the probability of forest parcels converting to

urban uses is significantly higher in urban areas than in rural areas.

Table 4.3. Transition Probabilities (5 years) at Average Net Returns

Marginal effects of the economic returns to land are presented in table b. 1 and

table b.2 in appendix b. The marginal effects are differentiated by starting land use,

soil quality, and urban status. For example, in table b. 1, the first cell in the upper left

of the table indicates the marginal effects of increasing agricultural returns on the

choice of remaining in agriculture on high quality lands and in a rural area. The

second cell across in the upper left indicates the marginal effects of increasing

Starting Use =
Agriculture
Rural Urban
Area Area

Starting Use Forest

Rural Urban
Area Area

Prob(Agriculture) LCC 1 or 2 0.9655 0.9417 0.0074 0.0071
LCC 3 or 4 0.9613 0.9353 0.0065 0.0063
LCC 5 or 6 0.0049 0.0048
LCC 7 or 8 0.0036 0.0036
LCC5,6,7or8 0.9272 0.8977

Prob(Forest) LCC1 0.0259 0.0253 0.9826 0.9530
LCC2 0.0293 0.0285 0.9841 0.9562
LCC3 0.9879 0.9665
LCC4 0.9911 0.9751

LCC 5,6,7 or 8 0.0617 0.0597
Prob(Urban) LCC1 0.0085 0.0330 0.01 01 0.0398

LCC2 0.0094 0.0362 0.0095 0.0375
LCC3 0.0072 0. 0287

LCC4 0.0053 0.0213
LCC 5,6,7 or 8 0.0111 0.0426
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agricultural returns on the choice of converting to forest, and so on. In general the

signs of all the marginal effects are as expected. Increasing the returns to a particular

land use increases the probability of converting to or remaining in that use and

decreases the probability of converting to or remaining in the other uses18. The

marginal effects are generally significantly different from zero at the 1% level with

the exception of agricultural returns on low quality agricultural lands. Since the

primary policy of interest is the introduction of subsidies to convert agricultural lands

to forest, figure 4.1 shows the effects of increasing the forest subsidy rate on the

probability of converting agricultural land to forest. The influence of the logit

function is clearly evidenced in figure 4.1, as is the influence of soil quality. The

marginal effects of increasing the forest subsidy on the probability of conversion are

first convex and then concave, an artifact of estimating the model with a logit

functional form. Also, the probability of converting agricultural lands to forest is

always higher on lower quality land; implying regions with more low quality land

will have higher response rates to increases in forest subsidies.

' The one exception is for lands starting in agriculture with soil quality above LCC 4. However, these
marginal effects are not statistically different from zero at the 1% level and only 0.5% of agricultural
parcels in the GIS data are on lands with soil quality above LCC 4.



Figure 4.1. Effects of Forest Subsidy Level on Probability of Agricultural
Conversion to Forest (evaluated at the mean of net returns)
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The econometñcally-estiniated transition probabilities determine the

probability that a parcel of land will transition from use jto use k over a five year

time horizon. However, I intend to use a thirty year time horizon for the landscape

simulations. Computational challenges prevent me from simulating the landscape

changes in 5 year intervals, so I focus on the landscape after 30 years. In essence, I

only analyze what the landscape looks like in 30 years, rather than what path it took

to get there. This requires me to exploit the first-order Markov properties of the

transition probabilities to determine the 30 year transition probabilities by iteratively

multiplying the 5 year transition probabilities. For example, for a parcel starting in

agriculture in year 0 and ending in forest in year 30, I sum the probabilities for each

possible way of reaching forest over this horizon. Of course, this brings up the
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unlikely possibility that a parcel could change uses several times during the course of

30 years. However, since the probability of conversion in any one period is small, the

probability of a parcel changing uses multiple times is also very small. Table b.3

presents the share of the transition probabilities that are captured in one transition,

using the average returns from my data set. For example, the probability that an

agricultural parcel will transition to forest over a thirty year time horizon in only one

transition rather than multiple transitions, is 99.3%. Thus, the probability of a parcel

transitioning multiple times over the 30 year time horizon is extremely small.

4.3. Landscape Simulation Methodology

4.3.1. GIS Data Description

The GIS data for this project are derived from the South Carolina Department

of Natural Resources' (SCDNR) GIS data clearinghouse. This is an integrated

statewide natural resources database designed to facilitate natural resource decision

making in South Carolina. I use GIS layers on land use, soil quality, public lands,

urban influence, and political boundaries. The data are organized by quadrangles

(quads), as defined by the U.S. Geological Service (USGS), resulting in 566 maps

within the state. Each quad covers approximately 40,000 acres of land. In this study,

I focus on the 295 maps comprising the coastal plain in the eastern half of the state

(figure 4.2). The land use data were developed by SCDNR in conjunction with the

National Wetlands inventory (N WI), conducted by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.

The land use data is delineated from 1:40,000 scale infrared photography (from 1989)

and upland land use is categorized by the Anderson Level II system as designed by
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the U.S. Geological Service (USGS). The land use data is in vector format at 10 acre

minimum resolution.

Figure 4.2. The Coastal Plain of South Carolina (in Green) with Overlay of USGS
Qua
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The soil quality layer is derived from existing county surveys available from

the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). The data were digitized by

SCDNR and linked to STATSGO tables of soil attributes, which characterize various

soil quality measures. To match the soils layer with my econometric model I further

linked these tables to USDA's SSURGO soils tables to obtain lard capability class

(LCC) information on each parcel'9. I also used GIS layers on public lands status as

available from the SCDNR database. Each parcel was categorized as either private or

publicly owned. Publicly owned lands include national forests, national wildlife

' I thank Ben Stuckey for providing the relevant SSURGO data.
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refuges, state parks, state forests, and state-owned wildlife management areas. Lastly,

I used a GIS layer of urban influence status from ERS to match each parcel with its

urban status (defined with 2000 Census data). Thus, each parcel in the landscape is

identified by land use category (agriculture, forest, urban, or water/missing), soil

quality (LCC), public land status, and urban influenced status. The resulting GIS

layer allows us to match the econometric land use model to the landscape for

forecasting land use change. After overlaying all of the above layers, I end up with

an average of approximately 7,500 parcels per quad, with the number being lower for

those quads covering the immediate coastline. These quads typically have a

significant portion of their area as water, which is counted as one 'parcel' in the GIS

map. This gives us an average land parcel size of just over 5 acres.

4.3.2. Simulation Strategy

The econometric land use model provides transition probabilities specific to

starting land use, soil quality, county-level net returns to various land uses, and the

urban status of the plot as defined by USDA's urban influence index. Thus, each

county will have as many as 42 separate transition probabilities, depending on the

initial configuration of the land uses, soil quality, and spatial extent of the urban

influence index. Thus, I assume that a common set of probabilities apply to all

parcels of a given quality within a county. For example, two privately-owned

agricultural parcels in a county that have identical soil quality and urban status will

have the same probabilities of either remaining in or converting out of agriculture. I

am thus assuming that key economic factors that determine transition probabilities

(e.g., commodity prices) exhibit little variation within a county.
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For the purpose of the simulations, one can view the estimated transition

probabilities as a set of rules that govern land-use changes within a county. For

example, if the value of the agriculture-to-forest transition probability is 0.10 for a

particular quality parcel, an agricultural landowner of such quality land should

convert their parcel to forestland about 10% of the time, if the same choice situation

were repeated numerous times. Thus, the role of the simulations is to use random

number generators to repeat the choice situation many times for each parcel in the

landscape. To illustrate, suppose that a parcel is forested initially and has a 0.7

probability of remaining forested, a 0.2 probability of converting to agriculture, and a

0.1 probability of converting to urban use. I randomly draw a value from a uniform

distribution defined on the unit interval. If the value lies between 0 and 0.7, the

parcel remains forested, if it lies between 0.7 and 0.9, it converts to agriculture, and if

it lies between 0.9 and 1.0, it converts to urban use. For a large number of

simulations, land-use choices for the parcel will satisfy the proportions implied by the

transition rules (forest chosen 70% of the time, etc.). Only privately-owned

agriculture and forest parcels are assumed to transition, as urban land is expected to

stay in urban status and water and public lands are not assumed to transition.

4.3.3. Fragmentation Indices

One consequence in my use of Monte Carlo simulations is that I cannot

generate one particular landscape outcome. Instead I generate many possible

landscape outcomes which all represent a different landscape which satisfies the

underlying transition model. In order to analyze such a large set of spatial outcomes I

calculate fragmentation indices for each simulation run. Of course, this brings up the
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issue of deciding which of many indices to use. To answer this question, I follow

Ritters et al. (1995) and perform a principal components analysis (PCA) to reduce the

number of calculated fragmentation indices. This is a method used extensively in the

landscape ecology literature.

Fragmentation metrics were calculated for the initial landscape on each of the

295 quads with the sofiware Fragstats, version 3.3. A total of 32 indices were

calculated and metrics were chosen to represent the following categories of landscape

pattern: area, edge, shape, core area, isolation/proximity, contrast,

contagion/interspersion, and connectivity. All metrics were calculated at the class

level. Formulas for the calculation of each metric are available at the website for

Fragstats: http://www.umass.edu/landeco/research/fragstats/fragstats.html.

Many of the 32 indices are closely related, and so I begin my analysis by

examining the simple correlation coefficients between each metric. Groups of

metrics were then formed, such that all within-group correlations were larger than

0.85, and one metric was then selected to represent each group (table b.4). This

process eliminated 16 metrics and parsed the overall group down to 16 total

fragmentation indices. Following Ritters et al. (1995), 1 apply the principal

components method to the correlation matrix of the remaining indices and then

examine the eigenvalues associated with each group, the plot of eigenvalue versus

component number, and the cumulative proportion of variance explained by including

additional groups. Each group corresponds to one axis in metric state space and it is

standard to interpret the axes by examining the common characteristics of metrics
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which form a group associated with a given axis. This is accomplished by inspecting

the correlations (or loadings) of metrics with the axis.

Principal components results are presented in table b.5. The first five factors

explain approximately 84% of the variation in the 16 fragmentation indices. A

standard rule of thumb applied by many is to retain only those factors with an

associated eigenvalue greater than one. Thus, the first four factors will be retained

which explain approximately 79% of the variation in the 16 indices. The correlation

(i.e. loadings) of each metric on each of the first five factors is shown in table b.5,

with the highest correlation for each factor highlighted in blue. For example, the first

factor has relatively high loadings for the metrics CPLAND (-0.93) and Al (-0.89).

l'his means that both of these indices lie near the first axis in rotated metric state

space.

The first axis is most correlated with measures of area/core forest (CPLAND)

and a measure of contagion (Al). CPLAND represents the percentage of the

landscape in core forest habitat (200 m from the nearest non-forest edge), while Al is

an aggregation index which increases as the forest patches are increasingly

aggregated into fewer and larger patches. Thus, I will term this axis the qualily

habitat axis, as both indices increase with more forest habitat and that is spatially

clustered. The second axis is most correlated with the Shape Mn (-0.78) and

Frac_Mn (-0.71) indices. I will term this axis the shape axis, as both indices

represent the shape of the forested habitat. Shape Mn is the mean of the shape index

for all forest patches in the landscape, with the index approaching one from above as

the patch becomes more compact. FracMn is the mean of the fractal dimension
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index and ranges between one and two in value. The index approaches one for

patches with simple perimeters and approaches two for patches which are highly

convoluted in shape.

The third axis is most correlated with the dumpiness index (CLUMPY). This

is an index of contagioll and equals -1 when the forested patches are maximally

disaggregated, 0 when the forest patches are randomly distributed, and 1 when the

forested patches are maximally aggregated. While similar to the aggregation index,

CLUMPY is normalized on the percentage of the landscape in forest. Thus, I term

this axis the contagion axis. Lastly, the fourth axis is most correlated with the

splitting index (SPLIT). This is an index of subdivision and increases as the forested

patch type is increasingly reduced in area and subdivided into smaller patches. I term

this axis the subdivision axis. Thus the PCA identifies 4 indices: the percentage of the

landscape in core habitat (CPLAND), the mean of the shape index (Shape_Mn), the

splitting index (SPLIT), and the dumpiness index (CLUMPY). I use these 4 indices

plus two additional indices which are commonly used (Average Patch Size, Largest

Patch Index) as my measures of the spatial configuration of forest habitat.

4.3.4. Number of Simulations

By repeatedly simulating land-use transitions, I generate a dIstribution of

potential fragmentation outcomes. One important question in Monte Carlo simulation

is bow many simulations is enough? The computational challenges inherent in this

analysis preclude us from implementing a convergence rule which allows us to stop

simulating once a particular criterion is met. Thus, I use a different strategy and
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select 5 representative quds to analyze the number of simulations required for the

distributions to converge20.

In considering the question of when to stop simulating data, Ross (1997)

suggests an approach that considers the length of the confidence interval of the

parameter of interest EF) from the distribution F21. For the purposes of this study, I

wish to characterize the first three moments of the distribution of fragmentation

outcomes. Confidence interval lengths for the first three moments decrease at a

decreasing rate with the number of simulations. Each interval length changes very

little once 500 simulations have been 22 To further investigate whether 500

simulations adequately characterize the distributions, I run an additional test. In

particular, I hypothesize that ff500 simulations is enoigh, then the estimates of the

first three moments should not be statistically different between two separate samples

of 500 simulations. Results presented in tables b.6 through b.8 confirm that the

estimates of the first three moments are not statistically different from each other at

the 1% level across two simulated samples. I interpret these results as evidence that

500 simulations is an adequate number of simulations to characterize the distribution

of fragmentation outcomes across the representative quads.

4.4. Policy Application

The land-use transition probabilities in (4.4) are functions of net returns to

agricultural, forest, and urban uses. As such, I can simulate the effects of

20Rritive quads were chosen along two axes; the expected change in a quad's forest habitat as
defined by the econometric model, and the amount of initial fragmentation on the quad.
21Additional simulations are run until the approximate 100(1-a) percent confidence inthrval estimate
of )is less than some chosen length 1. The researcher's job is to choose the parameter of interest

as well as a and 1 accordingly.
We use bootstrapping to estimate standard errors for the estimators of the second and third moments.
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afforestation subsidies by increasing the forest net returns variables in the transition

probabilities for land starting in agriculture. This increases the probability that

agricultural land transitions to forest and reduces the probability that it remains in

agriculture and transitions to urban use. Because the probabilities determine the

transition rules in the landscape simulation, I can measure how afforestation subsidies

affect the spatial configuration of forest land. The simulations begin in 1989 and

proceed in five-year time steps (the increment for the transition probabilities) for a

period of 30 years. Base net returns (R) are computed for 11989 and remain constant

throughout the simulation. The afforestation subsidies are added to the appropriate

base net return for forest.

I consider, first, a spatially-uniform subsidy of $25 per acre that is paid to all

owners who convert agricultural land to forest. The effects of the subsidy on each

fragmentation metric are measured relative to a baseline scenario in which the

subsidy is zero. This simulation is run for all 295 quads in the study area.23 The

uniform subsidy maximizes the area of agricultural land converted for a given budget

(Plantmga and Abn 2002), but may have limited success in influencing the

fragmentation metrics. Thus, similar to the agglomeration bonus analyzed by Smith

and Shogren (2002) and Parkhurst et al. (2002), 1 consider a second approach that

targets owners of agricultural parcels adjacent to forested parcels. An alternative

would be to identify efficient policiesfor example, an incentive that would achieve

a given increase in core forest habitat at least cost. As shown in chapter 3, such

23 On a desktop computer, it takes approximately one hour per quad to simulate 500 landscapes and do
the respective fragmentation calculations. This translates to roughly 12 days of computing to simulate
the $25 uniform subsidy for the entire study region.
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policies are extremely complicated even in settings much simpler than mine, and

require complete information regarding the spatial configuration of land quality. So I

focus on a set of practical, albeit less efficient, policies.

I analyze two types of the spatially-targeted policies. Under the first version,

owners of agricultural parcels receive the afforestation subsidy if they share a border

with one or more forested parcels. I label this the ST-i subsidy. The GIS land-use

layer is in 50 m pixels and, thus, land use is designated for each 50 x 50 sq m parcel.

I use an eight neighbor rule for determining adjacency. As the simulation proceeds, I

recompute adjacencyand, thus, eligibility for the subsidyat the start of each five-

year period. In contrast to a uniform subsidy, the ST-i subsidy will increase the size

of all forest patches on the landscape provided existing forested parcels do not

transition to another use. Thus, the ST-I subsidy is likely to increase the mean patch

area and the largest patch index. However, it will not necessarily increase the area of

core forest habitat since this requires forest parcels to be at least 200 m from the

nearest non-forest edge. The second type of spatially-targeted policy, labeled ST-3,

makes the subsidy available only to parcels that are adjacent to three or more forest

parcels. While this policy cannot guarantee the creation of core forest, it is more

likely to have this effect than the other policies examined.24

The computational costs of analyzing the spatially-targeted policies are high.

The run time is approximately ten hours per quad for each type of policy and level of

the subsidy. For both types of spatially-targeted policies, we analyze three quads and

24 am unable to evaluate a policy that directly subsidizes the creation of core forest because this
would require embedding the Fragstat software in the Visual Basic code that runs within ArcGIS.
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levels of the subsidy ranging from $15 to $50 in increments of $5. The selected

quads had significant response to the uniform subsidy and differ considerably from

each other in initial forest cover (35%, 50%, and 75%). I use the results to compute

the marginal costs of increasing two of the fragmentation metrics with

straightforward interpretationsmean forest patch size and the percentage of the

landscape in core forest. For subsidy level s, marginal costs equal:

MC
sF (s 5)F5

'S 'S_5

where P and i are mean changes in forest area and a given fragmentation index,

respectively, relative to the baseline and corresponding to subsidy s. Because I

generate distributions for changes in forest area and the fragmentation indices, I can

compute confidence intervals for marginal costs.25

4.5. Landscape Simulation Results

4.5.1. Uniform Forest Subsidy

For the uniform subsidy, I derive empirical distributions for each

fragmentation index and each quad. Computed as an average across quads, I find that

the uniform subsidy increases total forest area by 6.9%. The proportion of the

landscape in core forest increases by significantly less because not all of the new

forest parcels become or help to create core forest. The core forest metric increases

251f I, J, is an unbiased estimatc of the true difference in means, then the standard deviatien of

- I$5 is equal to sd, = jvar(7 )In + var(l )In where n 500 is. the number of simulations

(Devore 1995). Since n is large, we can appeal to the Central Limit Theorem and assume that I, - I5
has an approximately normal distribution. The variance of forest area is very small relative to the
variance of the fragmentation indices and so we assume var(F) = 0.
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by 3.5% on average, implying a cost of $49 per acre of core forest. In percentage

terms, the average patch size and the largest patch index increase by more than the

increase in total forest area (respectively, by 65% and 10% on average). These

metrics can increase greatly when hew forest parcels connect previously disjoint

patches.

Core forest and average patch size distributions for the entire study area are

constructed using the mean values for the 295 qwds (Figure 4.3). As shown, the

uniform policy shifts the distributions to the right. For both indices, the mean of the

distribution increases with the uniform policy, and the distribution for the uniform

policy first-order stochastically dominates the baseline distribution. The uniform

policy increases the probability that higher values of the indices are obtained and this

increases the variance of the distributions.



Figure 4.3. The Effects of a $25 Uniform Subsidy on the Core Forest and Average
Forest Patch Size Distributions
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The spatial distribution of the changes in core forest and average patch size

are shown in Figure 4.4. The left side of figure 4.4 shows the change in the

percentage of the landscape in core forest relative to the baseline. The right side of

figure 4.4 shows the change in hectares of the average forest patch size relative to the
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baseline. The largest changes occur in the western portion of the state, which initially

has a large share of land in agricultural use. The effects of the policy are particularly

small around the urban-rural fringe near Charleston..

Figure 4.4. The Spatial Effects of a $25 Uniform Subsidy on the Percentage of the
Landscape in Core Forest and the Average Forest Patch Size
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4.5.2. Spatial Forest Subsidies

By increasing the subsidy level in increments I can plot the influence of a

change in forest on a change in the fragmentation indices for the selected quads.

Figure 4.5 presents this plot with changes in average patch size and core forest on the

y-axis, and afforestation acreage on the x-axis. The uniform subsidy is used for

presentation, although the spatial subsidies give similar shapes. Consistent with the

theory developed in chapter 3, figure 4.5 shows that fragmentation decreases non-

linearly with the amount of afforestation. Also, the rate of decline in fragmentation
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due to afforestation is larger for quads with more initial forest. Therefore marginal

fragmentation benefits are increasing and convex in afforestation acreage.

Figure 4.5. Effects of Afforestation on Fragmentation Indices (uniform subsidy)
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I derive marginal costs for the uniform and spatially-targeted policies (ST-I

and ST-3) and for each of the selected quads. Marginal cost for the average patch

size metric is interpreted as the cost of increasing the average forest patch by one

acre. As shown in Figure 4.6, marginal costs increase initially and then decline for

quads with 35% and 50% initial forest. In contrast, the marginal cost curves are

relatively flat for the quad with 75% initial forest. These results appear to reflect a

concept from landscape ecology referred to as the percolation threshold. The idea is

that additional forest results in large changes in average patch size once forests

occupy approximately 60% of the landscape. Around this threshold, an additional

forest parcel has a high probability of joining existing patches. On the quads with

35% and 50% iiitial forest, the afforestation subsidies increase the forest share to

close to or above the 60% threshold. The quad with 75% initial forest begins above

the threshold and so marginal costs do not decline.

Increasing average patch size with the ST-i policy is less costly than the

uniform policy, though there is significant overlap in the respective 95% confidence

intervals on all but the 50% initial forest quad. Every parcel converted with the ST-i

policy increases average patch size because the total number of forest patches must

remain the same or decline under the policy. In contrast, the uniform policy will

decrease average patch size if a new parcel is unconnected to existing forest parcels.

The ST-3 policy must also increases average patch size, but because it targets a

limited subset of agricultural parcels--those with three or more forested neighbors

it entails considerably higher costs. Comparing ST-3 to the uniform policy, the costs
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of selectmg from a small set of parcels greatly outweigh the costs of creating disjoint

parcels.

Figure 4.6. Marginal Costs of Increasing Average Patch Size on Selected Quads

a) 35% Initial Forest Cover

Note: Dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals



Figure 4.6. Marginal Costs of Increasing Average Patch Size on Selected Quads
(continued)
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Marginal cost for the core forest metric is interpreted as the cost of increasing

core forest by one acre. For the quads with 35% and 50% initial forest, marginal

costs of increasing core forest increase initially and then decline with all three

policies (Figure 4.7). As with average patch size, once the forested area of a quad is

sufficiently great, additional forest parcels have a high probability of creating core

forest. In the most heavily forested quad, any converted parcel has a high probability

of creating core forest. In this case, marginal costs rise for all policies, simply

reflecting the increasing marginal cost of converting agricultural land.

The marginal costs of increasing core forest are lowest with the uniform

policy in all three quads. The spatially-targeted policies increase the likelihood that

core forest will be created. However, this advantage is outweighed by the added cost

of selecting from smaller sets of agricultural parcels. The costs of the ST-i and ST-3

policies are similar for the quads with 35% and 50% initial forest. This suggests that

the ST-3 policy can be more effective than ST-I at creating core forest. However, in

these cases, the added cost of converting land to forest under ST-3 offsets this

advantage. In the heavily forested landscape, the costs of the ST-3 policy rise above

those for ST-I. In this case, further targeting of the policy increases afforestation

costs by more than it increases the creation of core forest.



Figure 4.7. Marginal Costs of Increasing Core Forest on Selected Quads
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Figure 4.7. Marginal Costs of Increasing Core Forest on Selected Quads (Continued)
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It is also instructive to compare marginal costs across the three quads and

across the fragmentation indices. The costs of increasing average patch size and core

forest lull as the initial share of the landscape in forest rises. The effect is especially

pronounced for average patch size. In this case, marginal costs are an order of

magnitude lower for the 75% initial forest quad compared to the 35% initial forest

quad. hideed, all of the three policies have lower marginal costs when applied to the

most heavily forested quad. The decline in the marginal costs of increasing core

forest is less dramatic. For a given change in core acreage, there is an approximately

linear relationship between marginal cost and the share of the initial landscape in
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forest. Finally, when I compare costs across the fragmentation indices, I see that the

uniform policy dominates ST-3 and, with the exception of the 50% initial forest quad,

has comparable or lower costs than ST- 1.

Figure 4.8. Marginal Costs of Increasing Fragmentation Indices on Selected Quads
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4.6. Discussion

In this chapter, I examine how market-based policies can be used to influence

the spatial pattern of forests on landscapes dominated by private ownership. I

consider how policies can affect indices of forest fragmentation, including average

patch size and the area of core forest. These metrics have been shown in the ecology

literature to be indicators of habitat quality for interior-forest birds. My analysis has

several distinguishing features. First, I model three major land uses. Many earlier

analyses have emphasized the effects of urban development on landscape pattern. I

also examine agricultural land use, which plays a critical role in determining the

spatial pattern of forests and which would be a focus of policies designed to reduce

forest fragmentation. Second, I analyze the effects of market-based incentives on the

spatial configuration of forests. This is possible within this framework because land-

usc decisions are econometrically modeled as functions of market returns. Finally, I

use probabilistic transition rules and characterize the distribution of potential effects

that afforestation policies can have on landscape outcomes.

My results show that even spatially uniform incentives can have significant

effects on the spatial pattern of forest land. A uniform subsidy of $25 per acre would

result in an increase of over 800 thousand acres of forest in the Coastal Plain region,

of which approximately one-half would be core forest. The policy would also

significantly increase the average forest patch size (by 65%) and the share of the

landscape occupied by the largest forest patch (by 10%). My results indicate that the

policy would shift the regionwide distribution over the core forest and average patch

size indices. Even so, the distribution is still skewed toward higher values of the
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indices, indicating that many parts of the regions would continue to have fragmented

forests. In particular, I find that the policy has larger (percentage) effects on the

indices in agricultural regions of the state compared to urbanizing and heavily

forested areas.

I compare the performance of the uniform policy to spatially-targeted policies.

A key fmding is that initial landscape conditions play a critical role in determining the

performance of fragmentation policies. On landscapes with relatively little initial

forest cover (less than 50%), the marginal costs of increasing average patch size and

core Ibrest area decline as the values of these indices increase. Once the area of

forest land is sufficiently high (near what landscape ecologists refer to as the

percolation threshold), additional forest parcels can have large effects on these indices

as forest patches become connected and increase in size. I find that, in most cases

examined, the choice of the area to implement the policy has much greater

implications for costs than the choice of a uniform or targeted policy. For example,

for all three policies examined, the marginal costs of increasing average forest patch

size are dramatically lower on a heavily forested landscape. My results suggest that

initial landscape conditions, rather than the policy approach, should be the foremost

consideration for wildlife managers deciding how to allocate a limited budget to

conservation efforts.

The selection of a uniform or spatially-targeted policy involves a tradeoff

between the cost of converting land to forest and the effects that new forest parcels

have on fragmentation metrics of interest. I find that the uniform policy has the

lowest costs for increasing core forest and costs for increasing average patch size that,
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in most cases, are similar to the least-cost spatially-targeted policy. This finding

suggests that a simple uniform policy that converts land at least cost may be more

efficient than spatially-target policies, particularly if the goal is to influence more

than one fragmentation metric. This conclusionmust be qualified for the core forest

index. In this case, I could not model a policy that directly affected the area of core

forest due to programming complexities. However, I note that it would be very

complicated to implement this approach in practice,
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5. Conclusions and Future Research

Habitat fragmentation has been widely studied in the biological literature and

is considered a primary threat to biodiversity. However, there has been little research

on land-use policies to reduce fragmentation. This dissertation helps to fill this gap

by presenting the first major economic analysis of land-use policies to reduce habitat

fragmentation. There are two primary research issues related to fragmentation

policies which I consider in this dissertation. First, I develop an analytical model to

analyze the optimal conservation strategy on a landscape with habitat fragmentation

effects. Second, I develop an empirical methodology to quantit' the economic costs

of reducing fragmentation through the use of incentive-based land-use policies.

The optimal landscape conservation strategy is modeled with the assumption

that land quality is heterogeneous across the landscape. I show that the optimal

spatial configuration of forest depends on the spatial distribution of land quality and I

develop optimal policies for reducing fragmentation that explicitly account for land

quality information. In particular, I show that an efficient policy design depends on

the spatial configuration of land quality. A uniform policy does not necessarily

achieve the optimal urban landscape in the presence of spatial heterogeneity in

amenities or household preferences for open space. When an exogenous amenity

exists outside the city boundary, a policy which punishes the first leapfrog developer

outside the city will achieve the optimal landscape. When urban land quality is also a

function of neighboring uses, the optimal policy will offer varying incentives to

developers depending on whether they engage in 'in-fill' or 'leapfrog' development.
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These results arise because urban development generates a larger increase in

fragmentation if it occurs outside the city boundary rather than at the city edge.

In the case of forest fragmentation caused by agriculture, I derive the optimal

amount of forest restoration when land quality information is incomplete and the

regulator doesn't know the spatial location of restored forestland a priori. Analytical

results indicate two possibilities: convert all agricultural land to forest or convert

nothing. This corner solution is driven by the spatial relationships giving rise to

fragmentation and the uncertainty as to the exact location of restored forestland. In

particular, as the probability of every parcel being forest increases, the probability of

every parcel being adjacent to other forest parcels is increasing and convex. The net

social benefits of the optimal reforestation strategy are shown to vary significantly

across landscapes with different amounts of forest, fragmentation, and opportunity

costs of conversion. This variation in net social benefits gives rise to targeting rules

to guide conservation efforts across multiple landscapes with differing degrees of

landscape heterogeneity. In general, efforts to reduce fragmentation should be

targeted to the most fragmented landscapes with an aggregate share of forest equal to

a threshold, defined by the ratio of the opportunity cost of conversion to the social

value of core forest.

In chapter 4,1 develop an empirical model to examine how market-based

policies can be used to influence the spatial pattern of forests on landscapes

dominated by private ownership. I consider how policies can affect indices of forest

fragmentation, including average patch size and thearea of core forest. My results

show that even spatially uniform incentives can have significant effects on the spatial
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pattern of forest land. A uniform subsidy of $25 per acre would result in an increase

of over 800 thousand acres of forest in the Coastal Plain region, of which

approximately one-half would be core forest. I also compare the uniform policy with

spatially-targeted policies that provide subsidies contingent on the use of each

parcel's immediate neighbors. I find that in most cases the uniform policy has the

lowest costs for increasing core forest and average patch size. This finding suggests

that a simple uniform policy that converts land at least cost may be more efficient

than spatially-targeted policies, particularly if the goal is to influence more than one

fragmentation metric..

In comparing the performance of the uniform policy to spatially-targeted

policies, a key fmding is that initial landscape conditions play a critical role in

determining the performance of fragmentation policies. This is consistent with the

theoretical results developed in chapter 3. On landscapes with relatively little initial

forest cover (less than 50%), the marginal costs of increasing average patch size and

core forest area decline as the values of these indices increase. Once the area of

forest land is sufficiently high, additional forest parcels can have large effects on

these indices as forest patches become connected and increase in size. I find that, in

most cases examined, the choice of the area to implement the policy has much greater

implications for costs than the choice of a uniform or targeted policy. For example,

for all three policies examined, the marginal costs of increasing average forest patch

size are dramatically lower on a heavily forested landscape. My results suggest that

initial landscape conditions, rather than the policy approach, should be the foremost
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consideration for wildlife managers deciding how to allocate a limited budget to

conservation efforts.

In addition to the policy contributions stated above, this dissertation also

makes methodological coitributions to the resource economics literature. First, the

theoretical model is notable for deriving analytical results regarding the optimal

conservation of land in the presence of spatial externalities, without a fixed landscape

size. Previous studies of spatial land use rely on numerical methods to characterize

solutions and are dependent on a limited landscape size (Hof and Bevers 2002; Hof

and Raphael 1997; Albers 1996; Parker 2000). Second, the empirical model provides

a link between economic and geographic analyses of land use and is distinguished by

the use of probabilistic transition rules in integrating an econometric land-use model

with GIS. Previous studies have applied econometrically-derived transition

probabilities to GIS as deterministic rules without accounting for the suite of potential

spatial outcomes consistent with their econometric model (Nelson et al. 2001; Irwin

and Bockstael 2002).

In terms of further studies of managing the spatial configuration of land use,

my analysis suggests several potential avenues for future research. First, integration

of the theoretical fmdings in section 3 with empirical data would yield further insights

into the optimal conservation strategy for reducing habitat fragmentation. Such

integration requires data on the estimated cost of converting all agricultural parcels on

a landscape to forest, plus estimates for the social value of core forest. These two

data sources are beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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A second avenue of future research would be to explicitly model the spatial

relationships between agricultural and forest parcels in the econometric model. There

are two advances needed for such an application to occur. First, a method is needed

to control for spatial autocorrelation in discrete choice models with more than two

choices. Currently, there have been limited recent advances in modeling spatial

autocorrelation in binary probit models (Fleming 2004), although there is no method

established for models with more than two choices (Anselin 2002). Second, time-

series GIS data on land-use would be needed at a scale sufficient to obtain variation

in timber and agricultural prices. While there are some GIS land use datasets

available as a time series, they are generally available for only small regions (e.g. a

watershed or a county). However, to obtain enough variation in timber and

agricultural prices to estimate our model required NRI data for two states and three

different transition periods. The future availability of the National Land Cover

Dataset (NLCD) in the next few years will provide a second point in time to the 1991

NLCD and provides one potential source of data. However, additional work will be

needed to ensure that the NLCD's land cover characteristics accurately portray land

use, as needed to estimate econometric models such as presented in this analysis.

Finally, a forthcoming step in this research is to fully integrate this economic

analysis of land-use with an ecological analysis of bird populations. The ultimate

goal is to estimate how changes in landscape metrics affect the populations of core-

forest birds, since this would ultimately be the goal ofa conservation policy. I am

presently working with a wildlife ecologist to translate fragmentation metrics into

abundance measures for selected bird species. The bird ecology model is estimated
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with data on species incidence from the national Breeding Bird Survey and co-

variates such as climate, land cover, and landscape pattern. This model will be used

to predict species abundance for each simulated landscape and, as above, to develop

frequency distributions defmed over abundance. Also, it should be noted that since

the empirical model predicts the spatial configuration of all major land uses, the

methodology could potentially be applied to the analysis of any terrestrial species

whose population is a function of the spatial configuration of habitat.
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Appendix A: Proofs for Chapter 3

Proof of Lemma: If L is fragmented with configuration L', then

JNj_3 if
Max TB(I])= 'N-4 if ÔN<1

Therefore, TB(L) > max TB(L'

Proof of Proposition 1:

By definition, Ru(z)>Rf at all locations zz* and z ZAH , thus

profit maximizing landowners will place these lands in urban uses and the rest in

forest.

Suppose R (zA ,0) + 3B and it is not optimal for all locations

z>z to be forested. Then since Ru(zA,0)> Ru(z,0) V z>z, a configuration L' that

consists of all parcels z<z" and parcel ZA in an urban use and all other parcels in

forested use should have a higher total welfare than L**. However, converting the

parcel at location ZA to forest creates core benefits of 3B, and since

R?(zA,O) <R1 + 3B by assumption, a Pareto improvement could be had by

converting the parcel at location ZA to forest. Thus, if the parcel at location ZA should

be forested, then so should all z>zt.

IfRU(zA,0)> R + 3B, all locations zz and z ZAN are in

urban use U, and all locations z <z < z and ZAN <z are in forest use F, where

n S. *5 *5 5* *5 fR (z ,Jz -ZAI)--R (z,jz ZAI)=R (z,jz ZA I)=R +B.Now,
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3. Since
LiltOand <0

3z ÔIZZA
,thenz**<z*,z>z,and

z <ZAg then L** must contain more forest than L*. Therefore, since the landscape

is of fixed length and has only two uses, U c: U and F* c F**.

Proof of Proposition 2:

The policy in proposition 3 would result in the following optimization problem for

each landowner:

Max ö 1(R+B) + (1- ö 1)R"(z) for parcels adjacent to an urban parcel.

Max ö(R) + (1- j)(Ru(z)3B) for parcels not adjacent to an urban

parcel.

This setup would result in the following Kuhn-Tucker conditions to be forested:

Forest if R+B>Ru(z) for parcels adjacent to an urban parcel.

Forest if R'+3B>Ru(z) for parcels not adjacent to an urban parcel.
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suppose there was some other L' which created social benefits greater than L**. Since

RZl (zA,O) > R + 3B and the central city is located at z=O (ø:O), then L' will be

fragmented. Since =O by assumption, the closest forest parcel to iO (j') will

generate forest benefits 0fR+B, because j1'=°, '+=l. Likewise, since the parcel

at ZA will be in urban then the closest forest parcel Z<ZZA will generate forest benefits

R+B and the closest forest parcel Z>ZA will also generate forest benefits R+B.

Therefore any L' in which some z<z, or some z is forested would have

lower welfare than L**.
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Since the CBD is urban, the parcel developing next to the CBD will face the first

optimization problem above. All subsequent developers then have an incentive to

locate next to the original urban parcels. Since Ru(z)>Rf+B for all then all

** . . U ** ** fzz willbemanurbanuse,where R (z ,jz ZA D=R +B.

IfR"(zA,O) <R + 3B, then no parcels z>z will be developed, because the

Kuhn-Tucker necessary condition for urban development will never be satisfied since

max R"(q(z)) = RU(z4,O) when z> z. If R"(zA,O)> R + 3B, then the Kuhn-

Tucker necessary condition for urban development will be satisfied for at least parcel

ZA, and thus parcel ZA will be developed. If parcel ZA gets developed, then all

landowners z>z* would be better off facing maximization problem a than problem b,

and would then choose to locate next to the existing urban parcels at the amenity.

Therefore, all z will have urban returns exceeding forest returns and all

locations z <z < z and z <z will have forest returns exceed urban returns,

where Rh1(z,I z" - ZA l)= RU (z,t z -ZA l)= Ru(z,JzL - ZA I) = R1 + B.

Thus, L** will be achieved.

Proof of Proposition 3:

1. If p>B the forested regionF consists of all locations z > z which are forested;

the suburban region S consists of all locations z which alternate
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between urban and forest uses; and the urban region U consists of all locations

z<z whichareurban,whereRu(zNc)+p_2B_Ru(zc)_p=Ri.

If p>B, then 2p>2B and R'+2p>R1'+2B. Note that R'(z )-p=Rby assumption.

Therefore, after substitution, R"(z )+p>R1+2B.

Suppose L**does not satisfy the conditions above. Then at least one of the following

must be true:

There must be some z'> z which should be urban. Conversion of one parcel

z' to urban would generate maximum net benefits of Ru(z)+pRf2B, which is

negative because Rf+2B>Ru(z) + p by assumption.

There must be some z z' z"

urban plots or adjacent forest plots. First, consider the case when there are

adjacent urban plots. If z' is converted to forest, then net benefits are

which is greater than zero because Ru(z) p<zk by assumption. Second, consider

the case where there are adjacent forest plots. If z' is converted to urban, then

minimum net benefits are Ru(Z)+ p-R-2B, which is greater than zero because

Ru(Z)+ p>R+2B by assumption.

There must be some z'< z that should remain in forest. Conversion of one

parcel z' to forest would generate no core benefits and would thus generate net

benefits of RfRu(z), which is less than zeroby assumption. Conversion of two

parcels z' and z", such that z" z' +2 would ensure that parcel z'+l was

suburban. Net benefits in this case would be However,

such that z' and z" are either adjacent
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Ru(z) p>R"(z")- p>Rby assumption, and thus Ru(Z)+Ru(z)>2Rf+ p and net

benefits of creating this suburban parcel would be negative.

z by inspection, therefore U = U. Likewise, z is a smaller

region than z z, and therefore S1 S. Lastly, F; c: F because

U = U and S D S.
2. If pB then the forested region F consists of all locations z > z which are

forested; the suburban region S is a null set; and the urban region U consists of

all z which are urban, whereRu(zc) R + B.

If pB, then 2p2B and R+2pR+2B. Note that Ru( Z )-p=R by assumption.

Therefore, after substitution, R(z )+pR+2B.

Suppose L**does not satisfy the conditions above. Then at least one of the following

must be true:

There must be some z'> z which should be urban. Conversion of one parcel

z' to urban would generate maximum net benefits of Ru(z)+p-Rf2B, which is

negative because Rf+2B>Ru(z) + p by assumption.

There must be some z'< z that should remain in forest. Conversion of one

parcel z' to forest would generate maximum net benefits Of RcBRu(Z), which is

less than zero by assumption. Conversion of two parcels z' and z", such that z"

z' +2 would ensure that parcel z'+l was suburban. Net benefits in this case

would be 2R+p-Ru(z)Ru(z). However, Ru(z)- p>Ru(z) p>Rby assumption,
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and thus Ru(z)+Ru(z ')>2R1- p and net benefits of creating this suburban parcel

would be negative.

z <z by inspection, thereforeU U. Likewise, z = z and therefore S

is an empty set. Lastly, F c because U U and S is an empty set.

Proof of Proposition 4:

Assume pB. Then all landowners face the following optimi7ation problems:

Max + (1- i)Ru(z) if at least one neighbor is urban

This setup would result in the following Kuhn-Tucker conditions to be forest:

Forest if R+B>R"(z) if at least one neighbor is urban

Notethat Rz(z*)=Ru(z**)+p=Ru(z)_p=Rfbyassumptjon,andthat

R1'(z )+ p> R1 for z<z<z, which is the privately optimal suburban region (e.g. the

only region for which p>O). However since pSB, then Rf+B>Ru(z)+p for all z*<z<z**,

since Ru(z)<R for all z>z*. Therefore, the policy ensures that the suburban region will

be a null set, which corresponds with L.

Each landowner will face the above optimization problem all zz* since Ru(z)>Rf in

this range. Therefore, the urban forest boundary will occur where Rf+BRU(z), which

by assumption occurs where z= z. Therefore, i is achieved.

Assume p>B. Then all landowners face the following optimization problems:

Max + (1- i j)(Ru(z)+p2B) if the parcel is a leapfrogger.

MaxjRf+(liXRu(z)p) if the parcel is an in-fill.

This setup would result in the following Kuhn-Tucker conditions to be forest:
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Forest if R5'R(z)+p-2B ii the parcel is a leapfrogger.

Forest if RI>Rh1(z)p if the parcel is an in-fill.

Note that R?(z*) = Ru(z**)
+ p = Ru(z)_ p = R1 by assumption, and that

R"(z )+ p> R1 for z*<z<z, which is the privately optimal suburban region (e.g. the

only region for which p>O). So all parcels z<z will then face optimization problem

b, and the city boundary will be found where RRu(z)p, which occurs at zz.

This corresponds with the socially optimal urban boundary. Each leapfrogging parcel

will face optimization problem b, and the suburban-forest boundary will be found

where RcRu(z)FP2B, which occurs at z=z. This corresponds with the socially

optimal suburban-forest boundary and L is achieved.

Proof ofProposition 5:

First, I prove that equation (4) is convex inpc. Iffl0=l, the initial landscape is random

and 32EB0/t3p2
= 6(Bp + p0)> 0. Iffl0l then the initial landscape is non-random.

To prove that (4) is convex in pC when fll, subdivide the non-random landscape into

S random sub-landscapes such that the following properties hold: 1) there are

i=1,. . .,S sub-landscapes; 2) each sub-landscape i has s1 percent of the initial

landscape L; 3) p0' denotes the probability of low quality land (e.g. forest) on sub-

landscape i; 4) s1p = p0 ; 5) expected core benefits from a parcel of land on sub-

landscape i is equal to Bp3. The core benefits on the landscape will



equa1Bsp3 = Bfi0p03 . If I increase the probability that every parcel on the

landscape is forest byp, then {p + ap } = p0 +

where a = (1 p )/ s (1 p). Therefore, the probability of a forested parcel on

sub-landscape i after conversion is equal top' = p + (us, )a1p, and expected core

benefits from the entire landscape can be written as follows:

EB = Bfl(fl0,p0,p,y).(p0 ±p)3 = BS(p +(l/s)a1p)3 ,and

o2EB/aP2 = B> s 6[p + (1/se )a,p ]((l / s ) )2 >0. Therefore, (4) is convex in
1=1

Pc.

Since (4) is convex inp I can only have a corner solution to (4):pc O orp,, =1Po. If

PclPo then fl=l. The point at which it is optimal to switch fromp 0 to Pc = iPo

can be derived by examining the point PoPL at which the expected benefits from

so1utionp iPo exceed the expected benefits from solutionp =0. This can be

expressed by examining when the following equation equals zero:

NB* = EB* = I p0)EB(p = 0) = B[l 180p03](R RX1p0)

First, note that whenp0=1, fl0=1 by assumption, and NB=0. Second, note

that a2NB*/5p02 = 6/Jo p0 0, becausep0>0 and f?0 by assumption. Therefore,

is always concave in the relevant range o?O and there can be at most two
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p0

to Pc is 0ô2EBO/ôp2 = B Si 72[p + (1 / s, )a,pj7 ((1 / s1 )a )2 >0. Therefore, EB° is

convex.
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positive values ofp0 for which NB*=O, including p01. Thus, p = min{1,p } is the

implicit solution to NB*0.

Using implicit differentiation on NB4=O I can derive = / 3(A - ho

order to sign this derivative note that NB* is concave in Po and maximized when

/30p02=A. Therefore, A> JJopL and >0. Also, using implicit differentiation

on NBt=O I can derive ÔPL /ÔA = (p - 1)/Ca
2

- A). Since I already showed that

A>fl0p2,thenap/aA>0 V p<l.

Proof of Proposition 6:

In two dimensions, the regulator's problem is to choose pto solve:

EB° = N{p0Rf +pR +(1 _p p0)R + B[f3(/30t,p0,p,y').(p +po)19}

First, I prove that EB° is convex in Pc. Sub-dividing the landscape in an identical

fashion as in the proof to proposition 5, I can write:

S

EB° = B/f (I301 + p)9 = Bs1(p +(l/s1)a1p)9 ,where s and a1
i=1

are defmed in the proof of proposition 5. The second derivative of EB° with respect
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Since EB° is convex iflPc I can only have a corner solution to (4):pO orpc =lPo.

Ifp =lPo then p8=1. The point at which it is optimal to switch fromp O top =iPo

can be derived by examining when the following equation equals zero:

NB*=EBs(pc=1_po)_EB*(p =O)=B[lfl0'p09j(k R)(1p0)

First, note that whenp0=1, /J=1 by assumption, and NB*=(). Second, note

that a2NB*/ap02 = 72/1' p 0, because p0 and f3(0 by assumption. Therefore,

is always concave in the relevant range p20 and there can be at most two

positive values ofp0 for which NB=O, includingp0=1. Thus, p min{1,p }is the

implicit solution to NB0.



Appendix B - Additional Tables for Chapter 4

Table b. 1. Marginal Effects of Land Use Returns for Lands Starting in Agriculture

-Bold indicates significant at the 1% level
-Standard Errors in parentheses
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Starting Use=Ag, LCC= I or 2, Rural
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 0.00011 -0.00009 -0.00002
(3.05E-05) (2.40E-05) (6. 90E-06)

Forest Returns -0.00141 0.00142 -0.00001
(2.44E-04) (2.46E-04) (2.21 E-06)

Urban Returns -2.16E-06 -6.09E-08 2.22E-06
(365E-07) (1.07E-08) (3.75E-07)

Starting (Jse=Ag, LCC= 3or 4, Rural
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 0.00004 -0.00003 -0.00001
(2.98E-05) (2. 12E-05) (8.64E-06)

Forest Returns -0.00117 0.00118 -0.00001
(1.53E-04) (1.54E-04) (1 .67E-06)

Urban Returns -2.45E-06 -5.45E-08 250E-06
(4.04E-07) (9.86E-09) (4.13E-07)

Staffing UseAg, LCC> 4, Rural
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns -0.00008 0.00006 0.00003
(3.86E-05) (2.61 E-05) (1 .29E-05)

Forest Returns -0.00199 0.00202 -0.00002
(1.92E-04) (1.94E-04) (2.53E-06)

Urban Returns -2.53E-06 -4.93E-08 2.58E-06
(4.1 8E-07) (9.63E-09) (4.26E-07)



Table b. 1. Marginal Effects of Land Use Returns for Lands Starting in Agriculture
(continued)

-Bold indicates significant at the 1% level
-Standard Errors in parentheses
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Starting UseAg, LCC I or 2, Urban
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 0.00018 -0.00008 -0.00009
(4.79E-05) (2.29E-05) (2.55E-05)

Forest Returns -0.00134 0.00139 -0.00004
(2.33E-04) (2.40E-04) (7.90E-06)

Urban Returns -816E-06 -2.30E-07 8.39E-06
(9.51 E-07) (2.93E-08) (9.78E-07)

Starting UseAg, LCC= 3 or 4, Urban
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 0.00006 -0.00002 -0.00004
(5.25E-05) (2.01 E-05) (3.25E-05)

Forest Returns -0.00111 0.00115 -0.00004
(1 .45E-04) (1 .50E-04) (5.77E-06)

Urban Returns -9.20E-06 -2.05E-07 9.41E-06
(1 .02E-06) (2. 74E-08) (1.04E-06)

Starting Use=Ag, LCC>4, Urban
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns -0.00016 0.00005 0.00010
(7.20E-05) (2.47E-05) (4.78E-05)

Forest Returns -0.00189 0.00197 -0.00007
(1 .81 E-04) (1 .89E-04) (8.43E-06)

Urban Returns -9.51 E-06 -1 .85E-07 9.70E-06
(1 .05E-06) (2.83E-08) (1 .07E-06)



Table b.2. Marginal Effects of Land Use Returns for Lands Starting in Forest

-Bold indicates significant at the 1% level
-Standard Errors in parentheses
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Starting Use=Forest, LCC= I or 2, Rural
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 6.01 E-05 -5.95E-05 -5.48E-07
(1 .40E-05) (1 .39E-05) (1 .30E-07)

Forest Returns -1 .87E-04 0.00039 -2.06E-04
(6.58E-05) (1 .36E-04) (7.1 7E-05)

Urban Returns -1 .50E-08 -1 .80E-06 8.62E-06
(2.91 E-09) (3.04E-07) (1 .40E-06)

Starting tise=Forest, LCC 3 or 4, Rural
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 3.16E-05 -5.SOE-05 -5.73E-07
(1 .00E-05) (1 .09E-05) (1 .28E-07)

Forest Returns -1 .97E-04 0.00046 -2.65E-04
(6.58E-05) (1 .54E-04) (8. 89E-05)

Urban Returns -1 .57E-08 -2.03E-06 9.48E-06
(2.97E-09) (3. 32E-07) (1 .48E-06)

Starting Use=Forest, LCC= 5 or 6, Rural
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 4.23E-05 -5.80E-05 -6.47E-07
(1 .36E-05) (1.17E-05) (1 .59E-07)

Forest Returns -3.77E-04 0.00089 -5.1 5E-04
(1 .03E-04) (2.39E-04) (1 .40E-04)

Urban Returns -1 .77E-08 -2.1 7E-06 9.97E-06
(3.91 E-09) (3. 73E-07) (1 .60E-06)

Starting Use=Forest, LCC=7 or 8, Rural
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 4.06E-05 -5.58E-05 -5.97E-07
(1.31 E-05) (1.13E-05) (1 .46E-07)

Forest Returns -5.99E-04 0. 001 42 -8.1 9E-04
(1 .34E-04) (3.08E-04) (1.81 E-04)

Urban Returns -1.63E-08 -2.09E-06 968E-06
(3.60E-09) (3.58E-07) (1.56E-06)



Table b.2. Marginal Effects of Land Use Returns for Lands Starting in Forest
(continued)

Starting Use=Forest, LCC= 1 or 2, Urban

-Bold indicates significant at the 1% level
-Standard Errors in parentheses
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Ag Forest Urban
Ag Returns 0.0001 -5.64E-05 -2.11 E-06

(1 .37E-05) (1 .32E-05) (5.00E-07)
Forest Returns -1.77E-04 0.00097 -7.95E-04

(6.26E-05) (3.28E-04) (2.67E-04)
Urban Returns -5.79E-08 -695E-06 2.42E-05

(9.54E-09) (9.39E-07) (3.29E-06)

Starting UseForest, LCC= 3 or 4, Urban
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 3.06E-05 -5.17E-05 -2.19E-06
(9.69E-06) (1 .03E-05) (4. 72E-07)

Forest Returns -1.85E-04 0.00120 -1 .02E-03
(6. 16E-05) (3.8.4E-04) (3.24E-04)

Urban Returns -6.01 E-08 -7.79E-06 2.62E-05
(9.1 7E-09) (9.71 E-07) (3.36E-06)

Starting UseForest, LCC= 5or 6, Urban
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 4.09E-05 -5.43E-05 -2.47E-06
(1.31 E-05) (1 .09E-05) (5. 75E-07)

Forest Returns -3.52E-04 0.00232 -1 .96E-03
(9.52E-05) (5. 93E-04) (5.01 E-04)

Urban Returns -6.76E-08 -8.29E-06 2.74E-05
(1 .24E-08) (1 .09E-06) (3. 56E-06)

Starting UseForest, LCc=7 or 8, Urban
Ag Forest Urban

Ag Returns 3.69E-03 -524E-05 -2.28E-06
(7.55E-04) (1 .05E-05) (5.33E-07)

Forest Returns -5.62E-04 0.00004 -3.1 3E-03
(1.24E-04) (1.27E-05) (6. 39E-04)

Urban Returns -6.25E-08 -7.99E-06 2.67E-05
(1.15E-08) (1.05E-06) (3.49E-06)



Table b.3. Share of 30-year Transition Probabilities Captured in One Transition
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Starting Use = Ag
Rural Urban

Starting Use = Forest
Rural Urban

P(Ag) LCC1 0.9968 0.9969 P(Ag) LCC1 0.9993 0.9993
LCC2 0.9968 0.9968 LCC2 0.9993 0.9993
LCC3 0.9942 0.9940 LCC3 0.9989 0.9989
LCC4 0.9957 0.9955 LCC4 0.9992 0.9992

P(Forest) LCC1 0.9934 0.9891 P(Forest) LCCI 0.9971 0.9971
LCC2 0.9926 0.9879 LCC2 0.9972 0.9971
LCC3 0. 9857 0.9798 LCC3 0.9957 0.9958
LCC4 0.9860 0.9800 LCC4 0.9969 0.9970

P(lJrban) LCC1 0.9270 0.9277 P(Urban) LCCI 0.9844 0.9852
LCC2 0.9288 0.9290 LCC2 0.9841 0.9850
LCC3 0.9014 0.9000 LCC3 0.9819 0.9832
LCC4 0.9249 0.9228 LCC4 0.9822 0.9835



Table b.4. Groups of Metrics Derived from Correlation Coefficients

Bold highlighting indicates representative index from that particular group.
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Index Index Description Group
CA Class Area 1

PLAND % of Landscape in Forest I
NP Number of Patches 2
PD Patch Density 2
LP1 Largest Patch Index 1

TE Total Edge 3
ED Edge Density 3
LSI Landscape Shape Index 3
AREA_MN Avg. Patch Size 4
GYRATE_MN Radius of Gyration Mean 4
NLSI Normalized Landscape Shape Index
LPI_PLAND Largest Patch Index I % of

Landscape
TCA Total Core Area (150m) I
CPLAND % of Landscape as Core (150m) 1

NDCA Number of distinct Core areas 7
DCAD Disjunct Core Area Density 7
CORE_MN Average Core Area 4
DCORE_MN Average Disjunct Core Area 4
CALMN Core Area Index Mean 4
CLUMPY Clumpiness Index
PLADJ % of Like Adjacencies 5
DIVISION Landscape Division Index I
MESH Effective Mesh Size 1

SPLIT Splitting Index
Al Aggregation Index 5

SHAPE_MN Shape Index Mean
FRAC_MN Fractal Index Mean
PARA_MN Perimeter-Area Ration Mean 6
CIRCLE_MN Related Circumsribing Circle Mean
CONTIG_MN Contiguity Index Mean 6
CONNECT Connectence Index
COHESION Patch Cohesion Index
ENN Euclidian Nearest Neighbor Distance
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Table b.5. Results of Principal Components Factor Analysis on Fragmentation Indices

Component
Number

erlined numbers indicate the variable with the highest correlation to that particular component.

NP 0.6779 0.52256 0.21118 0.11891 0.19755
LSI 0.77658 0.49966 0.32174 -0.13034 0.007723
AREA MN -0.48517 -0.32669 0.49115 0.11484 0.5521
NLSI -0.52082 0.091686 0.68268 0.36432 -0.22707
LPI_PLAND -0.77378 0.1692 -0.19926 -0.19807 -0.11031
CPLAND -0.933 -0.12056 0.025319 0.03835 -0.01 709
NDCA 0.51661 0.41775 0.27145 -0.44278 -0.17829
SHAPE_MN 0.23068 -0.77721 0.40858 -0.23737 -0.1719
FRAC_MN 0.60267 -0.70896 0.19597 -0.16271 -0.08378
CIRCLE_MN 0.71393 -0.44962 -0.0795 -0.174 -0.29546
CONTIG_MN 0.333 -0.68264 0.35558 -0.21151 0.34032
ENN_MN 0.45452 -0.19661 -0.56674 0.13722 -0.1184
CLUMPY 0.11032 -0.43522 -0.81972 -0.14392 0.22467
SPLIT 0.18448 -0.25124 -0.2214 0.73813 -0.14433
Al -0.89467 -0.25158 -0.23608 -0.17218 -0.04782
CONNECT -0.48273 -0.42718 0.38375 0.12129 -0.31152
COHESION -0.69074 0.20716 -0.02741 -0.64665 -0.07346

1 2 3 4
Eigenvalue
Cumulative
Variance

6. 105767
0.359163

3.210267
0.548002

2.553414
0.698203

1.618526
0.79341

0.869446
0.844554



Table b.6. 99% Confidence interval Analysis for Simulations (Mean)
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Table b.7. 99% Confidence Interval Analysis for Simulations (Variance)

Table b.8. 99% Confidence Interval Analysis for Simulations (Skewness)

Transition
Quad Index Fragmentation Sample Simulations Skewness StDev Low Cl High CI
Raven High Low First 500 0.1821 0.0982 -0.0193 0.3835

Second 500 0.2099 0.0749 0.0563 0.3634
Legar High High First 500 0.2531 0.1040 0.0399 0.4662

Second 500 0.2706 0.0862 0.0939 04473
Oceab Low Low First 500 2.8739 0.2868 2.2863 3.4615

Second 500 2.8318 0.2409 2.3379 3.3257
Vance Low High First 500 0.1030 0.0860 -0.0733 0.2793

Second 500 0.0273 0.0858 -0.1486 02033
Round Med Med First 500 0.7070 0.1344 0.4315 0.9825

Second 500 0.6020 0.1142 0.3678 0.8381

Quad Transition Fragmentation Sample Simulations Mean St Dev Low Cl High Cl
Index

Raven High Low First 500 13.5984 0.0719 13.4511 13.7458

Second 500 13.6734 0.0727 13.5244 13.8224
Legar High High First 500 4.3619 0.0254 4.3099 4.4139

Second 500 4.3370 0.0242 4.2875 4.3865
Oceab Low Low First 500 90.1867 0.00002 90.1866 90.1867

Second 500 90.1867 0.00002 90.1866 90.1887
Vance Low High First 500 2.8687 0.0187 2.8303 2.9070

Second 500 2.9052 0.0192 2.8659 2.9445
Round Med Med First 500 25.8485 0.0762 25.6923 26.0048

Second 500 25.7770 0.0785 25.6162 25.9379

Transition
Quad Index Fragmentation Sample Simulations Variance St Dev Low Cl High Cl
Raven High Low First 500 2.5829 0.1710 2.2323 2.9335

Second 500 2.6420 0.1717 2.2899 2.9941
Legar High High First 500 0.3216 0.0201 0.2803 0.3628

Second 500 0.2917 0.0193 0.2522 0.3312
Oceab Low Low First 500 1.84E-07 2.31E-08 1.37E-07 2.32E-07

Second 500 1.88E-07 2.13E-08 1.45E-07 2.32E-07
Vance Low High First 500 0.1749 0.0131 0.1479 0.2018

Second 500 0.1839 0.0142 0.1548 0.2129
Round Med Med First 500 2.9039 0.2088 2.4759 3.3320

Second 500 3.0776 0.2176 2.6314 3.5237




